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Commencement 
1993 
Marshall University 
The One HundreJ Fifty-sixth 
Commencement 
Marshall University 
Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, 
We thy name revere: 
May each noble son and daughter 
Cherish thine honor dear. 
May thy lamp be ever bright 
Guiding .us to truth and light; 
As a beacon o'er dark water 
This is for thee our prayer. 
Alma Mater 
May the years be kind to Marshall; 
May she grow in fame; 
May her children fail her never 
True to her beacon fl,ame. 
May her spirit brave and strong 
Honor right and conquer «n"Ong; 
This the burden of our song 
Ever her truth proclaim. 
C.E. and James Haworth 
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The One Hundred Fifty~sixth 
Commencement 
Marshall University 
Today's Ceremony 
Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our can-
didates for graduation. We hope you will find these ceremonies -- a culmination 
of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families -- both meaningful 
and impressive. 
While awaiting the start of the ceremonies, you may wish to read the histori-
cal notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There is 
also a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on aca-
demic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants 
in today's ceremony. 
The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for 
degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty 
and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Hon-
orary Degree recepients, special guests of the President and the President of the 
University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished 
member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand 
Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes 
the opening of the ceremonies. 
In keeping with academic tradition, the candidates will be presented for their 
respective degrees in order of the level of the degree, and within degree, in the 
order of establishment of the School or College. This order is also followed in 
today's program. 
The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, 
once the procession begins, please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. 
When the President closes the ceremonies following the conferring of all degrees, 
the audience is asked to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater fol-
lowed by the Benediction. The audience is requested to be seated following the 
Benediction till the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
Once again, welcome to the One-Hundred Fifty-sixth Commencement Exer-
cises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the 
Marshall family of faculty, staff and students. 
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Academic Procession 
Candidates for Bachelor Degree 
Candidates for Associate Degree 
Candidates for Master Degree 
Candidates for Medical Degree 
Candidates for Doctoral Degree 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Ramchandra Akkihal 
Prof. Kenneth Ambrose 
Prof. Elaine Baker 
Prof. Richard Bonnett 
Prof. Patrick Brown 
Prof. Jeanne DeVos 
Prof. Dean Adkins 
Prof. Howard Adkins 
Prof. Allen Arbogast 
Prof. Boots Dilley 
Prof. David Duke 
Prof. Dan K. Evans 
Prof. Mack Gillenwater 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor David R. Woodward 
Assistant Chief Marshal: 
Professor Carolyn Karr 
Prof. Kenneth Guyer 
Prof. Olive Hager 
Prof. Betty Jarrell 
Prof. Bowie Kahle 
Prof. Chong Kim 
Prof. Joan Mead 
Prof. Denecia Merritt-Damron 
Prof. Giovanna Morton 
Prof. Elaine Novak 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. Le Vene Olson 
Prof. Wayne Taylor 
Chief Usher: 
Professor Ernest W. Cole 
Assistant Chief Usher: 
Professor Neal Adkins 
Prof. Charles F. Gruber 
Prof. Frances Hensley 
Prof. Carl Johnson 
Prof. Richard Jones 
Prof. Nicholas Kontos 
Prof. Michael Little 
Prof. Philip Modlin 
Student Ushers: 
Prof. Caroline Perkins 
Prof. William Radig 
Prof. Jimmie Rogers 
Prof. Harry Sowards 
Prof. Donna Spindel 
Prof. John E. Smith 
Prof. Donald Tarter 
Allen C. Clarkson, Yeager Scholar 
Jennifer Anne Harrell, Yeager Scholar 
Disclaimer 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based on the anticipated successful 
completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1992-93. This document should not be taken 
as an official record that degrees have or have not been awarded May candidates. 
The 156th Commencement Program 
President]. Wade Gilley, Presiding 
Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Ceremonial Wind Ensemble 
Professor Michael McArtor, Conducting 
Processional , Ceremonial Marches 
National Anthem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Branita Ann Holbrook 
Graduate Voice Major 
Invocation 
Introduction of Guests 
Introduction of the Commencement Speaker 
Commencement Address ...................... Norman A. Graebner 
Professor, University of Virginia 
Conferring of Academic Degrees 
The President of the University 
Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees 
College of Education presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Deryl R. Leaming, Dean 
College of Business presented by Robert B. Hayes, Dean 
College of Science presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
School of Nursing presented by Lynne B. Welch, Dean 
College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean 
Bachelor of Social Work presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Alan B. Gould, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Community and Technical College presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for the Master's Degree 
Graduate School presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree 
School of Medicine presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for the Doctoral Degrees 
West Virginia University,Marshall University Cooperative Doctoral 
Program Degrees conferred by Russell K. Dean, Assistant Vice President 
for Curriculum and Instruction, West Virginia University 
Marshall University Graduate School Doctoral Candidates presented by 
Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Recognition of the Honor Graduates 
Conferring of the Honorary Degrees 
Candidate presented by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alan B. Gould 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Charlie 0. Erickson, Doctor of Humanities (posthumous) 
Norman A. Graebner, Doctor of Pedagogy 
Recognition of Honored Faculty ........................ Robert D. Sawrey 
President, Faculty Senate 
Greetings ...................................... . Charles 0. Manning 
Chancellor, University of West Virginia Board of Trustees_ 
A. Michael Perry 
Chairman, University 9f West Virginia Board of Trustees 
N. Jane Diggs 
Member, Marshall University Institutional Board of Advisors 
Louis A. Peake 
President, Marshall University Alumni Association 
The President's Remarks 
"Alma Mater" .............................. C.E. and James Haworth 
Professor Emeritus Leo V. lmperi 
Benediction 
Recessional , Platform Party and Faculty 
The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the 
Benediction and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have 
recessed. · 
Signing provided by Linda Johnson 
Academic Heraldry 
The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other 
formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students 
at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have 
remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universi-
ties in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate 
Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval 
times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic 
heritage. 
Modern academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and 
a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate 
gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with 
shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The bac-
calaureate gown is worn closed. 
The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or 
glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may 
be worn either open or closed. 
The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with 
velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still 
the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes 
the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. 
The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for for-
mal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and 
with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote 
the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often 
gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. 
While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood 
which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medi-
eval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in 
a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of dis-
cipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which 
represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Mar-
shall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate dis-
cipline color. 
A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines 
follows: 
Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maize 
Arts and Humanities . . . . . . . . White 
Business Administration . . . . . . . Drab 
Dentistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lilac 
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Copper 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Light Blue 
Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orange 
Fine Arts and Architecture . . Brown 
Forestry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Russet 
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . Maroon 
Journalism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Crimson 
Law ....................... Purple 
Library Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lemon 
Medicine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Green 
Music ....................... Pink 
Nursing ................... Apricot 
Oratory (Speech) . . . . . . . Silver Gray 
Pharmacy ............. Olive Green 
Philosophy .............. Dark Blue 
Physical Education . . . . . . Sage Green 
Public Administration. . Peacock Blue 
Public Health . . . . . . . . . Salmon Pink 
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . Golden Yellow 
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cream 
Social Work ................ Citron 
Theology or Divinity ........ Scarlet 
Veterinary Science . . . . . . . . . . . Gray 
At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's and associate degrees do not wear 
hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence 
achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. 
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The Grand Mace 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried 
by the Chief Marshal of the faculty at all formal University occasions 
and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The Mace 
is made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech·Tree in front of 
Old Main on the University Campus. The top of the Mace consists 
of a gold plated bronze casting that features on one side the Seal of 
Marshall University and on the other the Great Seal of the State of 
West Virginia. These are surrounded by a laurel of beech leaves and 
the entire casting is crested by a torch symbolic of academic excellence. 
Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section that contains 
carved symbols significant in the history of the University--The Towers 
of Old Main, Memorial Fountain, the Seal of Marshall College, and 
a buffalo, official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The area 
immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of 
beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the Mace is carved in 
double wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the gaps in the 
ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base 
of the Mace is protected by a gold plated bronze casting of beach leaf 
clusters. The entire Mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 inches 
from the top of the torch to the base. 
The Grand Mace was created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. 
Mr.Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a re-
nowned wood carver and sculptor as well as an art teacher in the 
public schools. 
\ 
Charlie 0. Erickson 
An extremely successful businessman, Mr. Erickson, who resided in Parkersburg, W.Va., was 
known for his work as a pioneer in the cable television industry. He was one of West Virginia's 
leading philanthropists and provided funding for the establishment of alumni centers at cam-
puses throughout the state. 
Among his many honors, Mr. Erickson was selected as one of those recognized as "West Vir-
ginian of the Year" by The Charleston Gazette-Mail. In 1990, he was presented the Distinguished 
Service Award of the Marshall University Alumni Association. Mr. Erickson died April 18, 1993, 
several weeks after being notified of his selection to receive the honorary Doctor of Humanities 
degree at today's Marshall University Commencement. 
Norman A. Graebner 
Dr. Graebner, the Randolph P. Compton Professor of History and Public Affairs Emeritus 
at the University of Virginia, served as the Drinko Visiting Professor in Liberal Arts at Marshall 
University during the Spring Term of 1989. He is considered one of America's most distinguished 
diplomatic historians and his semester at Marshall was highly successful in terms of reactions 
of students, faculty and community organizations. He is author, co-author or editor of 20 books 
and has written more than 120 articles, essays and portions of books. 
l 
Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspec-
tive, the academic melodrama started in 
1837 when the good citizens of Guyan-
dotte and the farming country to the west 
--now the city of Huntington--decided 
they needed an annual school to provide 
for the education of their youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the home 
of]ohn Laidley, who assumed leadership 
of the project and named the new school 
Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, 
the late Chief Justice John Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new school 
on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site 
of a small log building called Mount 
Hebron Church. The structure also had 
served for some time as a subscription 
school for the area. 
It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holderby 
the one and one-fourth acre lot contain-
ing their log "academy." The price: $40. 
That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 
50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was 
completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was conducted 
in 1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its 
financial obligations were accepted by the 
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due to financial problems the property 
was sold at public auction in 1861. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and 
building for $1,500 for her father, John W. 
Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer 
and could not appear in court in his own 
behalf. For the next few years, Hite and 
his family lived in the college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small 
school, probably a subscription school, 
was maintained at the college--fulfilling a 
provision in the original deed from James 
Holderby which specified it was to be used 
" ... for the express purpose of an 
Academy (sic) and for no other use." The 
building also was used as a hospital dur-
ing part of the conflict. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Vir-
ginia had recognized the need for an insti-
tution to train teachers to serve the state's 
public schools. 
On Feb. 27, 1867, the legislature voted 
approval of a bill establishing a "state nor-
mal school" to be located at Marshall 
College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the 
voters of Cabell County approved a prop-
erty tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state 
also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 
1867, the schools' regents purchased the lot 
and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College as 
a state normal school began June 15, 1868, 
and lasted 10 weeks. 
In 1905, construction was started on the 
final section of Old Main. This is the 
familiar "towers" segment facing the main 
entrance to the campus on Hal Greer 
Boulevard. With its completion, Old 
Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their start at Marshall with 
the first football team being fielded in 
1898. The Marshall teams originally were 
known as the Blue and Black, but the 
now-familiar Green and White colors had 
been adopted by 1904. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a 
secondary school. By 1912, the regents 
had added two years of study to the 
school's program, equivalent to the fresh-
man and sophomore years in college. In 
1914, President Corbly recommended that 
" ... Marshall College should be made a 
'college' in fact as well as in official name 
-- a degree-conferring institution." 
In 1920, the State Board of Education 
approved Marshall's granting of a 
bachelor's degree in education. Teachers 
College conferred degrees upon four can-
didates in June, 1921. 
The years ahead were to see steady 
physical and academic expansion and 
Marshall became a university in !961. 
Marshall has an enrollment exceeding 
12,500, a full-time faculty of about 500 and 
more than 100 part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a major 
university operating nine colleges and 
schools: College of Education, College of 
Liberal Arts, College of Business, College 
of Science, College of Fine Arts, School 
of Nursing, School of Medicine, Commu-
nity and Technical College, and Gradu-
ate School. 
In December, 1992, Marshall achieved 
another milestone in higher education 
with the granting of its first Doctor of Phi-
losophy Degrees. 
Class of 1993 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn 
with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red 
Stoles and Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the White Stoles and 
Tassels. The Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles and Tassels. 
Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average 
of 3.85 to 4.0. 
Andrea Lynn Adams 
Catherine Anne Allman 
Christina Lynn Beatty 
Suzanne Mae Wheeler Brown 
Mary L. Calhoun 
Jo Lynn Collins 
James Howard Cooper 
Marilyn Elaine Crosby 
Tina Michelle Dailey 
Jonathan Lee Edwards 
Michelle Lynn Glover 
Andrea Leigh Hager 
Jennifer Anne Harrell 
Julie Rae Hill 
Warren Shane Holmes 
Carolyn Faye Clark Hurd 
Brenda Lynn Jones 
Denise Michelle Jones 
Cindy Conley Lewis 
Katherine Lee Liming 
David Salah Majdalany 
Carolee McCallister 
Lisa Lynn McClure 
Tracy B. McClure 
Lisa Alane McComas 
Bobby Lynn Miller 
Lonnie Allen Parsons 
Terry Lynn Parsons 
Linda Kay Pittman 
Steven Ray Roberts 
Jennifer Lynn Robinette 
Catherine Eliza Sansom 
Jamie Lynn Schneider 
Betty Ann Sias 
Barbara K. Staley 
Patrina Annelle Thorn 
Donna Lakara Webb 
Julie Ann Webb 
Jaime Garner West 
April Leigh Wheeler 
Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average 
of 3.6 to 3.84. 
John Michael Albright 
Cheryl Denise Beavers 
Michael Guy Belcher 
G. Marea Berkley 
Karen Ruth Clevenger Billheimer 
Donald Lee Biola 
Richard G. Bowman 
Trina Michelle Brannon 
Timothy Ryan Brumfield 
Sarah Buchan 
Karen Sue Byard 
Lena Ann Cade 
Audra Lynn Carey 
Allen Cornelius Clarkson 
James H. Cook, Jr. 
Linda Kay Kendrick Curry 
Stacy Lynn DeVendra 
Kristen Elizabeth Rose Dewan 
Christopher Lee Dewese 
Betty G. Matney Dillon 
Martina Michelle Dillon 
Paula S. Duckworth 
Raelynn Fedele 
Melinda Kay Foster 
Laura Jean Cui;nmings Fulks 
Bryan Heath Fuller 
Tara Dawn Gilman 
Ruth Ann Walden Gilpin 
Rosanna Lea Hamilton 
Elizabeth Merry Hartman 
Merritt Elizabeth Henderson 
Renee Elise Higgs 
Tammi Dawn Holbrook 
Kelly Dawn Hupp 
Cheryl Elizabeth Hutt 
Minter Scott Jackson 
Charles Alva Jones, III 
Lynda Brooke Keith 
Leslie Carin Fourie Kirkland 
James Michael Klein 
r 
Lisa E. Lawhon 
Rhonda Renee LeLaikes 
Lawrence Kevin Levine 
Marnie Lynne Lowe 
Larry Joe Lucas 
Melinda Beth Maher 
Marie S. Majdalany 
Rita Anne Massie 
April Gandy Mayes 
Nancy E. McCormick 
Janet Lynn Myers 
David Preston Newsome 
Stephanie Shawn Nichols 
Michael Burns Nolan 
Tami Ann Opyoke 
James Richard Parker 
Rebekah Paige Parrish 
Susan Renee Polacek 
Debra Michele Porterfield 
Lori J. Powers 
Julie Ellen Raines 
Donald Keith Randolph 
Erik Allen Roberts 
Charles Brian Roten 
Machelle Grimmette Rowe 
Arden Keith Sansom 
Mark Edward Smith 
Patricia June Currey Smith 
Amy Gale Spradling 
Melanie Morgan Stewart 
Laura Cain Stump 
Mary Counts Thomas 
Bonnie Snodgrass Thompson 
Cynthia Renae Tingler 
Shirley Lynn Topeka 
Gloria Ruth Triplett 
Xann Leigh Vannoy 
Judith Castleberry Wells 
Kimberly Dawn Wheeler 
Cynthia Renee White 
Chrissondria Lynn Wilson 
Ronda L. Wilson 
Eileen Kay Woods 
Kellie Ann Woody 
Misty Lynn Wrignt 
Cum Laude 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average 
of 3.3 to 3.59. 
James Matthew Absten 
Eric Scott Adams 
Melinda Sue Adkins 
Thelma Jean Adkins 
Sarah Eileen Albers 
Bethel Alemayehu 
Richard Anthony Aprea 
Angela Beth Armstead 
Pennie Melinda Bailey 
Amy Darnell Bird 
Deborah Carol Bishop 
Bridgette Adele Black 
Forrest Andrew Bowen 
Nancy Jane Brandon 
Barry Joseph Brown 
Kerri Camille Brown 
Tracy Diane Callihan 
Tina Lee Carter 
Carla Faye Casdorph 
Jodi Michelle Cisco 
Angela Marie Coffman 
Deena Jo Conley 
Andrea Renae Cook 
Melissa Dawn Curry 
Steven James Cuthbert 
Sara Beth Dearing 
Mary Kathleen delosSantos 
Daniel Deane Dempsey 
Kimberly Anne Dingess 
Karen Suzette Doss 
Debora Jean Woodall Drum 
Amy Melissa Dunkle 
Anne Marie Lancaster Durham 
Sarah Elizabeth Fast 
Amy Lynn Fields 
Karen Lynn Fletcher 
Christa Aleisha Gibson 
Michele Ann Gorby 
Jami Elyse Lambert Green 
Gregory David Groothuis 
William Henry Harding 
Michelle Eileen Hicks 
James Michael Higgins 
Gregory Alan Hodge 
Darrick Shane Houck 
Shawn M. Howard 
Melissa Mae Jenkins 
Stephanie Lynn Johnson 
Steven Dewane Johnson 
James E. Jones 
Philip Richard Keister 
Lorraine D. Koontz 
Andrew Steven Leonhart 
Thomas Leighton Lilly 
Melissa Jill Limle 
Rise Carol Lovell 
Toby G. Lucas 
Carol Lynn Lutz 
Dennis J. Lyons, Sr. 
Elizabeth Hope May 
Jennifer Dawn McDavid 
Kelli Lynn McDonald 
Angela McSweeney 
Danny James Meadows 
Nancy Carroll Meadows 
Richard Lee Merritt 
Duane Dale Miller 
Rhonda Gail Morgan 
Trad Leigh Musick 
Marsha Lynn Nicholson 
Mary Beth Nida 
Leanne Paige Olcott 
Hollace Janette O'Neil 
Brian Scott Parker 
Tonya Farley Parker 
Martin Wesley Poole 
Jeannie Muth Powell 
Larry C. Prichard 
Kelli Tackett Raines 
Anthony Howard Ramey 
Tammy Leigh Reedy 
Millie Beth Jarrell Riddle 
Amy Renee Roach 
Julia Gail Roberts 
Kevin Scott Roberts 
T aclan Blaine Romey 
Regina L. Adkins Sanders 
Keith Steven Sarver 
Mark Kevin Scott 
Heather K. Simpson 
Traci Lynn Sisson 
Cindy Caroline Carroll Smith 
Sharmini Sheron Soosaithasan 
Hollie Shannon Spaulding 
Stephanie Darlene Sprague 
Clinton Jay Stanley 
James Vance Stewart 
Kelli Lynn Stewart 
Pamela Jean Stinnette 
Kellerman R. Swann 
Lisa Ann Talbert 
Hamid Reza Tavakoli 
Stefany Gayle Taylor 
Jodi A. Thomas 
David Brian Thompson 
Tracy Lynn Thompson 
Thomas Andrew Turnbull 
Sharon Marie Urben 
Marie Michele Vickers 
Lisa Michelle Walker 
Michael David Wall 
Robert Allen Webb, II 
Sheri Renee Weekley 
Sandy Kay Westfall 
Daniel James Whitmore 
Todd E. Wooten 
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Associate Degree Candidates 
The Associate Degree honors graduates are distinguished by Royal Blue Stoles and 
Tassels worn with their caps and gowns. 
With High Honors 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average 
of 3. 7 to 4.0. 
Robert Edward Cooper, Jr. 
Eric Edward Courts 
Teresa Lea Dial 
Kathlyn Paige French 
Melanie Mia Rawlings Harless 
Ruth A. Johnson 
Kathryn Spink Kinser 
Donna J. Nelson 
Curtis Edward Tilley 
Diania Walls Waugh 
Carol A. White 
With Honors 
These students have attained 
an over-all academic average 
of 3.3 to 3.69. 
Katherine Renee Adams 
Debra Lea Bawden 
Maria L. Bodamer 
Erik Scott Bohrer 
Timothy Cramer Boothe 
Timothy Dale Bradley 
Bridget Dawn Swisher Bush 
Kristi M. Castle 
Gregory Lee Chapman 
Phyllis C. Conner 
Jeanne Rebecca Cremeans 
Helen Marie Crum 
Bonnie Lou Perry Damron 
David Anthony Drown 
Jennifer Carol Duba 
Lesley Ann Evans 
Melissia L. Farley 
John Michael Fitzgerald 
William Wesley Harmon 
Cheryl Lynn Pack 
Sara Elizabeth Parsons 
Tina Marie Perry 
Tracy Lynne Prunty 
Kimberly S. Sassier 
Jim Andy See 
Kenneth Francis Short, Jr. 
Richard Dale Stalnaker 
Lori Ann Taylor 
Jamie Ann Thompson 
Paul Emil T oriseva 
Charles Frederick Trader, III 
Karen L. Twohig 
Stephen John VerDow 
Selena Kay White 
Kimberly Ann Woodie 
Military Commissions 
United States Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps Battalion 
The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall Univer-
sity on May 8, 1993: 
* JACKSON, Minter S, Regular Army, Field Artillery 
* ORLANDO, Francis R, Regular Army, Medical Services 
* WEAR, Matthew E, USAR, Medical Services 
The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army since May 1992: 
HURT, Odis D, USAR, Medical Services 
* BARKER, Wayne E, Regular Army, Infantry 
KIGER, Kimberly L, USAR, Medical Services 
SHAMANSKY, Paul R, Jr, USAR, Medical Services 
*designates Distinguished Military Graduate 
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Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
Candidates presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Arts 
James Matthew Absten 
Mark Douglas Adkins 
Heather Leigh Tackett Aldrich 
Rachael Elaine Bailey 
Brandy Bare 
Michael Weldon Bartrum 
Amy Lenee Davis Bellomy 
Michelle Lynn Bevins 
Karen Ruth Clevenger Billheimer 
Lisa Renee Bird 
Karla Lynnette Black 
Forrest Andrew Bowen 
Barry Joseph Brown 
Tina Renee Caldwell 
Evelyn Pack Capper 
Karen Michele Cardwell 
Audra Lynn Carey 
Carla Faye Casdorph 
Aimee Jolene Chave 
Rhonda Evette Coleman 
Jo Lynn Collins 
Andrea Renae Cook 
Amy K. Cowell 
Letitia Frances Crockett-Smith 
Steven James Cuthbert 
Christi Ellis Dailey 
Emily Kate Daniel 
Stephen Michael Davis 
Emmett Franklin Deavers 
Tonya Maria Dempsey 
Kristen Elizabeth Rose Dewan 
Amy Melissa Dunkle 
Vicki Rae Elkins 
Jodi Ann Feaganes 
Sandra Mae Ferguson 
Amy Lynn Fields 
Annetta Sue Fields 
Randall Clarence Fike 
Sherin Marie FitzPatrick 
Stacey Dawn Fletcher 
Lanette Lynne Lloyd Fraley 
P. Andrew French 
Angela Michelle Fulks 
Penny Lynn Fuller 
Tara Dawn Gilman 
Michele Ann Gorby 
Jami Elyse Lambert Green 
Sara Noel Green 
Mary Dawn Griffith 
Nancy Chafin Griffith 
Gina Lynn Gue 
W elma Maude Hager 
Lisa Ann Haley 
Eric Wayne Hambrick 
Melinda Gail Hamilton 
Danny Joe Hammond 
Kimberly Kay Harmon 
Susan Renee Harshbarger 
William John Healy 
Linda G. VanHoose Henson 
Tammie Hoke 
Shawn M. Howard 
Joy Domela Jackson 
Tracie Lee Jarvis 
Scott Anthony Jones 
Katherine Marie Keener 
Philip Richard Keister 
Angie Dawn Kelley 
Jill C. Koslowski 
Tracy Lynn Krueger 
Caroline Lee Lake 
Ginger Kay Lemley 
Kelsia Felice Leonard 
Michelle Leigh Lewis 
AnneMarie Lilkendey 
Stephanie Leigh Lilly 
Rise Carol Lovell 
Christina Elaine Maher 
Gregory Allen Martin 
April Ga'.ndy Mayes 
Mary Theresa Ferron Maynard 
Kristin Hallett McCoy 
Jeffrey Dale Minor 
Lea Shea Mitchell 
Janine Mobayed 
Michelle Lynette Moore 
Melissa Jo Morrison 
Janet Lynn Myers 
Lisa Dawn Neely 
Sondra Kay Newhouse 
Mary Beth Nida 
heanne Paige Olcott 
Rhonda Kay Click O'Neal 
Tamara Lynn Corley Peck 
Melissia Ann Pennington 
Don M. Perdue 
Melissa Sue Pinkerman 
Christopher Scott Porter 
Debra Michele Porterfield 
Kathryn Rose Quillen 
Julie Ellen Raines 
Caroline Ramella 
Ernest G. Reeves 
Julie Anne Rice 
Julia Gail Roberts 
Kevin Scott Roberts 
Steven Ray Roberts 
Barry L. Rodbell 
Jennifer Dawn Ross 
Regina L. Adkins Sanders 
Teresa G. Sanders 
Julie Anne Saunders 
Lori Catherine Shamblen 
Michael Wayne Sinnett 
Traci Lynn Sisson 
Rene Gale Smittle 
Tina Lynne Snyder 
Holly Joy Oehlberg Spears 
Kimberly Dawn Speilman 
Lesley Rae Thacker Sperry 
Amy Gale Spradling 
Mary Ellen Hatcher Stacy 
Candice Lynn Steed 
Melanie Morgan Stewart 
Kimberly Renee Sullivan 
Kellerman R. Swann 
Jodi A. Thomas 
Mary Counts Thomas 
Ronald Henry Thomas 
Cynthia Renae Tingler 
Gloria Jean Adkins Tomblin 
Lynnetta Gail Tooley 
Shirley L. Topeka 
David Heath Treharne 
Gregory Joseph Vance 
Michele Lyn Vitello 
David Richard Webb 
Julie Ann Webb 
Sheri Renee Weekley 
Shari Leigh Lemons Wellman 
Jaime Garner West 
Elizabeth A. White 
Beverly Ann Whitley 
Melissa Jean Williams 
Suzanne Michelle Wolfe 
Kimberly Dawn Woods 
Peter James Woods 
Kellie Ann Woody 
Brenton Todd Woomer 
Wendy Beth Wright 
Victoria A. Wutke 
Laurel Courtney Yates 
Melissa Jane Zalaznik 
Bachelor of Science 
Aimee Lee Barnett 
Lois J. Crum 
David Lee Ford 
John Hinzman 
Eric Alan Tissenbaum 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Arts 
Georgette Adams 
Deborah Lynn Eaves Adkins 
Patricia Ann Adkins 
Sarah Elizabeth Adkins 
Thelma Jean Adkins 
Sarah Eileen Albers 
Kevin Robert Allen 
Tonda Alfred Angus 
Caroline Jeanne Baker 
Joan Annette Barr 
Sheri Lynn Bartholomew 
Mark Matthew Bayers 
Brian Keith Beane 
Cheryl Denise Beavers 
Kellie Jo Beckelheimer-Hicks 
Amy Darnell Bird 
Bridgette Adele Black 
Deanna Kay Blake 
Patricia Ann Boling 
Rhonda Renee Brill 
Roy Allan Browning 
Lisa Dawn Workman Call 
Sherii Rae Ferdelman Carpenter 
Angela Myers Cayton 
Lisa Ann Clark 
David Mark Colley 
Janice Louise Corns 
Stephen S. Craddock 
Marilyn Elaine Crosby 
Cynthia Maynard Crum 
Linda Kay Kendrick Curry 
Kimberly Marie Dale 
Lisa Diane Dean 
Lori Ann Dean 
Donna Renee Dornon 
Karen Suzette Doss 
Brian Boyd Dowler 
Michelle Ann Dunlap 
Gary Denson Edwards 
Jeffery Allen Eldridge 
Lisa Everhart-Adkins 
Mary Elizabeth Frost 
Andrew Stephen Green 
Pamela Jackson Haddox 
Andrea Leigh Hager 
Leslie Dawn Hall 
Roxanne Darlene Hanks 
Anthony Steven Hanshew 
Amy LeAnn Harmon 
Tabatha Renee Hill 
Tina Lorene Hillyer 
Cheryl Elizabeth Hutt 
Cynthia Emma Johnson 
Stephanie Lynn Johnson 
Denise Michelle Jones 
Gregory Gene Julian 
Kelly Frances Kauffer 
Dina Kay Kelly 
Terri Lynn Laney 
Shawna Lynn Ross Lewis 
Todd Burgess Littler 
Susan Patricia Logan 
Cynthia Diane Machmer 
Tina Ann Maloney 
Rachel Rae McDonald 
Rochelle Dawn Meadows 
Kendra Lynn Messer 
Katrina Lynn Miller 
Maria Elizabeth Mitchell 
Lisa Ann Morgan 
Susan Margaret "Meg" Berisford Morgan 
Stacy Neil Hunter Morrison 
Ginger Renee Muck 
Charlotte Elisa Murphy 
Traci Leigh Musick 
Melanie Margaret Muth 
Samantha Kay Napier 
Thomas Scott Napier 
Stephanie Shawn Nichols 
Matthew Brian Niday 
Brad Ernest Oliver 
Orval Kenneth Paxton, III 
Michael Erwin Plantz 
Rebecca Plummer 
Jeannie Muth Powell 
Corinna Lucinda Wakefield Price 
Kelli Tackett Raines 
Kelli Shannon Randan 
Lisa Marie Reed 
Erik Allen Roberts 
I 
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Machelle Grimmette Rowe 
Catherine Eliza Sansom 
Geneva Lee Shanholtzer 
Vanessa Kay Shell 
Betty Ann Sias 
Cindy Caroline Carroll Smith 
Jeffrey Brian Smith 
Regina Donyea Smith 
R. Todd Smith 
Hollie Shannon Spaulding 
Deborah Ann Stevenson 
Laura Cain Stump 
Lynda Paulette Thompson 
Patrina Annelle Thorn 
Tara Denise Tiller 
Sandra Renee Forren Tomblin 
Gloria Ruth Triplett 
Jessica L. Trippett 
Jennifer Lynn Tyson 
Xann Leigh Vannoy 
Lisa Michelle Walker 
Tonya Renee Watkins 
Angela Kay Weese 
Darrell Wells, II 
Susan Kern Westlake 
Heather Dawn Wilcox 
Chrissondria Lynn Wilson 
Tracey Renee Wiseman 
Janet Bee Woody 
Todd E. Wooten 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Bachelor of Arts 
Kristin Carol Layne Acree 
Kerri Camille Brown 
Fransha Socorro Castillo 
Elizabeth Harper Cline 
James H. Cook, Jr. 
Kristin Lee Dingess 
Julia Rose Edmunds 
Charles Nile Evans, Jr. 
Sarah Elizabeth Fast 
Melinda Kay Foster 
DeeAnn Wedge Groves 
Elizabeth Merry Hartman 
Kimberly Ann Keller 
Nancy Carroll Meadows 
Meredith Annette Mills 
Amanda Louise Modie 
Gina Ann Morpurgo 
Jamie Michelle Noel 
Robert Fritz Richenburg 
Robert F. Starr 
Shirley Artrip Thompson 
Maria Lynn Walker 
Tracy Michelle Wasmer 
Marjorie Marie Weed 
Brenda Sue Brooks Wills 
Briana Valena Windon 
Degrees Granted· July 10, 1992 
Bachelor of Arts 
Esther Faye Blair 
Steven Michael Bragg 
Patricia Lynn Cole 
Tracy L. McCoy Compton 
Jennifer Dianne Coulter 
Rebecca Elaine Day 
Paula S. Duckworth 
Pamela Gail Finley 
Melody Annette Gibson 
Micah Lynn Keeney 
LeeAnn Marie Wright 
Bachelor of Science 
Diane Renee Boice 
Denise Ellen Combs 
Mark Allen Cremeans 
Kimberly Victoria Hairston 
Steven Ray Harvath 
Todd Eugene Smith 
Tracy Lynn Thompson 
Kathryn Ellen Thymius 
Derek Don Walls 
Valerie Jean Wynes 
Bachelor of Science 
Lorne William Bates 
Christa Aleisha Gibson 
Keith Brian Harris 
Michelle Eileen Hicks 
Charles Edwin Osborne, III 
Wendy Dawn Parsons 
Robby Reid Scarberry 
Jody Dale Spencer 
Terrence G. McConkey 
Danny Keith McSweeney 
Shannon Lyn Nelson 
Deborah Lynn Smith 
Shannon Marie Young 
-College of Liberal Arts 
Candidates presented by Deryl R. Leaming, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Arts 
Mark R. Abbott 
Andrea Lynn Adams 
John Michael Albright 
Erica La Verne Arthur 
Leslie Lynn Asbury 
Ella Elaine Bandy 
Janice Lillian Bare 
Leo Donald Bartsch, Jr. 
Christina Lynn Beatty 
Michael Guy Belcher 
Daniel Martin Bell, III 
Donna Sue Bennett 
G. Marea Berkley 
Donald Lee Biola 
Angela Frances Blankenship 
Joy Susanne Bolden 
Trina Michelle Brannon 
Lisa Dawn Bricky 
Michael Alan Bryant 
Sarah Buchan 
Kara Chandler Burchett 
Lena Ann Cade 
Kimberly Jill Carico 
Terri Elisabeth Branham Clark 
Travis Ross Clark 
Allen Cornelius Clarkson 
Serena K. Cline 
Gregory Michael Collard 
Anthony S. Collias 
Sara Lane Cook 
Noah Wallace Copley 
Michael G. Corsaro 
Andrew Courtenay Craig 
Corey Marie Creed 
Heather Michelle Curry 
Paul Ray Darst 
Richard Eugene Davis 
Marsha Ann Dearing 
Sara Beth Dearing 
Melissa Darlene Keith Dickerson 
Martina Michelle Dillon 
Debora Jean Woodall Drum 
Jennifer Fawn Dunkle 
Anne Marie Lancaster Durham 
Elizabeth Ann Durham · 
Sean Patrick Endicott 
Joseph B. Fisher 
Tonya Leigh Fortune 
Rogenia Tonette Jones Fout 
Jane-Kelli Gates 
Sarah Marie Goodall 
Gregory David Groothuis 
Sherri Denise Hall 
William Henry Harding 
Jennifer Anne Harrell 
Marcia C. Scudere Harris 
Lee Gerald Harwood 
Michael Anders Hayden, II 
Kimberly Ann Hendricks 
Mary Bea Hennessey 
Teena Robyn Fraley Hicks 
James Michael Higgins 
Janet Lynn Hines 
Jesse Jonathan Hingson 
Lori Ann Hinkley 
Amy Lynn Hobbs 
Keith Foster Hopwood 
John Edward Horst 
Stuart Bradley Houck 
Cynthia Diane Howe 
Kathryn Ashley Hunnicutt 
Kelly Dawn Hupp 
Jennifer Dawn Jobe 
Charles Alva Jones, III 
Rebecca Lea Jude 
Julee Ann Kessler 
Siobhan N. King 
Ellen Marie Korstanje 
Annette Minner Lambert 
Ashley Lynn Lambert 
Valerie Elizabeth Lamp 
Amy Yvonne Lawrence 
Rhonda Renee LeLaikes 
Terri Michelle Lilly 
Thomas Leighton Lilly 
Christy Lynn Liming 
Katherine Lee Liming 
Sherri Lynn Lively 
Melinda Beth Maher 
Kip Jevan Main 
Richard Eric Mandrake 
Lane Burton Marshall 
Rita Anne Massie 
Brenda Kaye Mayersky 
Carolee McCallister 
Drexel Prentiss McCalvin 
Heather Anne McClung 
Lisa Alane McComas 
Nancy E. McCormick 
Ami Lee McGinnis 
Debra S. McGraw 
Melisa Elizabeth McGuire 
Angela McSweeney 
Patrick Lester Miller 
Patrick Andrew Mirandy 
Rafael E vencio Molina 
Jeffrey Gardner Moore 
Trad Ann Morris 
Marsha Lynn Nicholson 
Tami Ann Opyoke 
Jennifer Keaton Osborne 
Tonia Lynn Peoples 
Meleah Dawn Perdue 
Jimmy Elmo Perry 
Stephanie Lynn Poe 
Larry C. Prichard 
Joseph Scott Rakel 
Anthony Howard Ramey 
Donald Keith Randolph 
Kimberly Pauline Reuter 
Marjorie Grace Roberts 
Jennifer Lynn Robinette 
Bonny Toler Rushbrook 
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Angela Dawn Sabo 
Arden Keith Sansom 
Sandra Fannin Savage 
Tina Renee Sayre 
Adrien Donnell Scales 
Jamie Lynn Schneider 
Jeffrey Shawn Sexton 
Larry Craig Shelton 
Sherman Michael Simons 
David Gene Smith 
Eric Todd Spradling 
Heather Jill Sprague 
Stephanie Darlene Sprague 
David E. Stewart 
Kelli Lynn Stewart 
Randall Scott Summerfield 
Raymond E. Surber, Jr. 
John Marshall Sutherland 
Brian M. Sutton 
Amy Michelle Taylor 
Clara Ann Taylor 
Stefany Gayle Taylor 
James F. Treacy 
Trent David True 
Raymond F. J. van Hilst 
Alicia D. Wallace 
Deidre Ward 
Jamie Renee Webb 
Robert Allen Webb, II 
Tonya Anne Webster 
Judith Castleberry Wells 
Teresa Elizabeth Wentz 
April Leigh Wheeler 
Kimberly Dawn Wheeler 
Misty Lynn Wright 
Bradley Allen Yeater 
Bachelor of Science 
Laura Lynn Chester 
Niles Vincent Riddel 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Arts 
Richard Dean Atkinson 
John Kenneth Baldwin 
Robert Coleman Bannister, II 
Michael Allen Basler 
Mark Watson Beck 
Louis Benjamin Biederman 
Eugene Kirby Blankenship 
Rodney Campbell Brown 
Mary L. Calhoun 
Angela Marie Castano 
Joy Renee Casto 
Lynn Yvonne Phillips Celdran 
Monica Lea Centers 
Heather Christian 
David Michael Clark 
Elizabeth Ann Craghead 
Heather Lara Davenport 
Adrienne Weaver Davis 
Stacy Lynn DeVendra 
Kimberly Anne Dingess 
Jeffrey Scott Dunfee 
James P. Durning 
Dawn Marie Fragale 
Shane Allen Frame 
Anne-Marie Franklin 
Ruth Ann Walden Gilpin 
Deanna Burnett Hall 
Julie Ann Hall 
Richard Vaughn Hatcher 
James Higgins 
Anita D. Hignite 
Tracy S. Hill 
Brian James Huffman 
Christopher Ray Jennings 
Colin Carlton Jewitt 
Lynda Brooke Keith 
Kimberly Lynn Kiger 
Michelle Tolarchyk Lacy 
Aik Wah Leow 
David Russell Logsdon 
Tara Leigh Lusher 
R. Darlene Mayle 
Diane Carol McCoy 
Jill Lynn McNeal 
Thomas Monroe Miller, Ill 
Arelia Lynn Moore 
James Richard Parker 
Nicolynn Violette Parsons 
Rebecca Diane Pate 
Tammie Clark Perdue 
Robert Jay Perkins 
Lance Edward Pruett 
Charles Shane Queen 
Richard Erik Raines 
Mollie Beth Jarrell Riddle 
Frank Schoof 
Derek Sean Scott 
Celes Lee Sheffield 
Heather K. Simpson 
James Mark Slack 
Jeffrey Todd Smith 
Roderick Leighton S_mith 
Eric K. Spears 
Michael Wayne Stiles 
Michael A. Tennant 
Tonia Marie Thomas 
David Brian Thompson 
James L. Turner 
Robert Michael Warren 
Antonia L. Weaver 
Donna Lakara Webb 
Timothy R. Whipkey 
Leon Eric Wiley 
Thomas Mark Wood 
William John Woodrum 
Allison Marie Y anen 
Stephen Andrew Young 
Jody Anne Zinn 
Bachelor of Science 
Brooks L. Blevins 
Michael Anderson Miller 
- - -- ---- - ---~------------------------
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Bachelor of Arts 
Benjamin F. Branson, Jr. 
Terry Duane Deel 
Angela Kaye Duncan 
Shawna Noel Adrein Eastwood 
Karen Lynn Fletcher 
Kevin Ivan Harrison 
Charles Morris Hatcher, III 
Kristi Lynn Huff 
Kelley Alicia Kincaid 
Jeff Adam Liss 
Degrees Granted July 10, 1992 
Bachelor of Arts 
Karen S. Allen 
Tricia Virginia Clendenen 
Donald E. Craig, Jr. 
Julie Ann Davis 
James Patrick Deakin 
David Matthew Downey 
Kimberly Dawn Ford 
Susan Deanne Hellems 
Merritt Elizabeth Henderson 
Tammi Dawn Holbrook 
Carolyn Faye Clark Hurd 
Kristen Johannah Keating 
Toby G. Lucas 
Donald Scott Lynch 
Lonnie Allen Parsons 
Roy Lindsey Ramey, II 
Cristy Elaine Swanson 
Kimberly Marie Widenhofer 
Michael Scott Zieminick 
Terry Alan Ranson 
Jonathan David Richmond 
Lisa Dawn Rutherford 
John Patrick Spoor 
Kristy Lea Stratton 
Dwight Joseph Therrien 
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College of Business 
Candidates presented by Robert B. Hayes, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Terry Lee Abbott 
Latonya Annette Adams 
William Michael Adams 
Kristina Jo Adkins 
Melinda Sue Adkins 
Brian Lee Akers 
William Bradley Allen 
Jose A. Almonte 
Kelli Lynn Armstrong 
James Matthew Austin 
Kimberly Dawn Baisi 
Ronda Lane Barker 
Kimberly Sue Bartram 
William Sterling Bass 
Brent Allen Best 
Wanda Kay Billups 
Anita June Blankenship 
Jack T. Blevins, Jr. 
Joy Belle Bolen 
Stephen Patrick Bowne 
Nancy Jane Brandon 
Todd Anthony Browning 
Lorri Lee Burford 
Deborah Elaine Burton 
Myra Marie Cazad 
Cheryl Kae Chaffins 
Michael S. Chapman 
Christopher Childers 
Haven Matthew Christian 
Judy Carol Cline 
Angela Marie Coffman 
Levi Sebastian Conaway 
Stephanie Ann Cook 
Kevin James Cool 
James Howard Cooper 
John Mark Cox 
Keith L. Craycraft 
James Lee Cunningham, II 
Michael Edward Cunningham, II 
Jon Bryan Cutler 
Kristie Dawn Damron 
Daniel Deane Dempsey 
Sebrina Dawn Donelow 
Michael Lee Dunbar 
Thomas Alan Elkins 
Edgar Ray Ellis, Ill 
Tabethia Sue Canaday Farmer 
William Allan Farrah 
Raelynn Fedele 
Melissa Jane Flowers 
Matthew Thomas Forget 
Caryn L. Foster 
Jody Douglas Foster 
Alan G. Fralick, II 
Brian Scott Galford 
Andre James Gerwig 
Michelle Lynn Glover 
Angela Dawn Grant 
John Christopher Gray 
John L. Green 
Derek Ronnie Grier 
Patricia Ann Griffis 
Rosanna Lea Hamilton 
Jennifer Lee Hanson 
Steven P. Hardin 
Orlando Mariner Hatchett 
Kenneth Michael Hawkins 
Brian Charles Hicks 
William Todd Hippert -
Jana Lynn Hoffman 
Robert Wilson Holton 
Elizabeth Whitney Hood 
Darrick Shane Houck 
Walter Ross Huddy 
Catherine L. Hurt 
Roger Dale Hutchinson 
Gwendolyn Beth Ingram 
Michael Shawn Jenkins 
Bruce Dwayne Johnson 
Kevin Lydell Johnson 
Steven Dewane Johnson 
Brenda Lynn Jones 
George L. Kallai 
Leslie Carin Fourie Kirkland 
Robert Howard Kittle, II 
Robert L. Lane 
Lawrence Kevin Levine 
Martin Hayes Linville 
Byran Keith Litton 
Margaret Mary Logsdon 
Scott Allen Larrison 
Marnie Lynne Lowe 
Dennis J. Lyons, Sr. 
Gary Alan Mace 
Martha Sue Marincil 
Angela Beth Marks 
Jacqueline Michelle Mason 
J. Claudene Mathis 
Cassandra Leigh Maynard 
Tracy B. McClure 
Kirk Wilson McKinney 
Angela Sue Hawkins Medina 
Heather Renee Michaelson 
Chad Mitchell Miller 
Michele Renee Morgan 
William M. Morris, Ill 
Kurt Andrew Mueller 
Stephen Oakley Mullins 
Shawn Mary Nascembeni 
Paul Desmond Newman 
Leah Fran Noble 
Lee Eric Orr 
Neil Campbell Parker 
Tonya Farley Parker 
Rebekah Paige Parrish 
Terri Lynn Payne 
Pam Sue Porter 
Thomas Joseph Powers 
Eric Brian Reeves 
Samuel T. Riddle, Jr. 
Joseph Franklin Riffe 
Charles Brian Roten 
Kirk Allen Russell 
Steven Earl Santee 
Keith Douglas Scott 
Marlo Patricia Shaver 
Kristie N. Shepherd 
Elizabeth Ann Smith 
Gregory Keith Smith 
John R. Smith, Jr. 
Mark Edward Smith 
Tracina Darlene Smith 
Jeffrey N. Spears 
Jennifer Dawn Spence 
Marjorie Ann Starcher 
Donald Bryan Steele 
Stacy Aaron Stilgenbauer 
Brian Augustus Symonette 
Cynthia Leigh Taylor 
Mark Edward Taylor 
Troy D. Taylor 
Daniel Scott Terry 
Paula Renee Thomas 
Bonnie Snodgrass Thompson 
Amy Nicole Tolliver 
Gary Michael Triplett 
Deborah Lynn Turley 
Camille Ann Turner 
John Kent Turner 
Ginger Lee Tyree 
Daniel Vance 
Timothy S. VanMeter 
Jon M. Waddell 
Stephen Thomas Walker 
Tyler William Walters 
Kristin Michelle Walton 
Matthew Edward Wear 
Sandy Kay Westfall 
Cynthia Renee White 
Daniel Robert Williamson 
Tyler Andrew Willis 
James Ray Workman, Jr. 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Brenton Charles Adams 
Kelly Ann Alig 
Teresa Lynn Anderson 
Holly Ann Applegate 
William Roger Asbury 
Christopher Martin Ashworth 
Melissia Dawn Bias 
Stephen Lloyd Bieber 
Jeffrey Franklin Bishop 
Caryn Marie Blair 
Brian C. Bowman 
John David Campbell 
Gerald Alan Carr 
David Charles Casto 
Ron Mason Chastain 
Michael Edward Christian 
James Daniel Clark, Jr. 
Allen Shane Cook 
Timothy Edward Crull 
Michael Lee Cundiff 
Craig M. Olin 
William Bryan Ferrell, III 
Jonathan Patrick Flanigan 
Johnna Sue Followay 
Valorie Kay Garner 
Douglass Edgar Goodwin 
JoAnna Dunlap Hammonds 
Roger Trent Hayslett 
Sandra Faith Herrenkohl 
Melissa Beth Hinkle 
Gregory Alan Hodge 
Lisa Ann Howard 
Pamela Ann James 
Matthew Carl Jarvis 
Dennis Ray Johnson, II 
Sheila Rene Johnson 
George F. Kayes 
Ron D. King 
Lance Christopher Kovar 
Irving David Kushner 
Kimberly Kaye Lewis 
James Kevin Looney 
John Richard Lusher 
Carol Lynn Lutz 
Tabitha Lynne Marshall 
Jennifer Dawn McDavid 
Bruce Allen Meadows 
Michelle Whipkey Menear 
Mark Anthony Merritt 
Richard Lee Merritt 
Michael Andrev Myers 
Michael Burns Nolan 
Steven Scott Parsons 
Eric Anthony Peak 
Christopher Gerald Pettit 
Linda Kay Pittman 
Susan Renee Polacek 
Delores F. Preece 
Richard L. Pullin, Jr. 
Amy L. Radcliff 
Debra Ann Napier Reicks 
Angela Faye Wood Reynolds 
Melissa Kaye Rosen 
Angela Dawn Sang 
Stephen J. Sharkey 
David Raymond Sheils 
John Thomas Simpkins 
John David Sims 
Darrin Gene Slider 
Lana Gail Snider 
Pamela Jean Stinnette 
Christopher Patrick Stone 
Cathy Jo Swan 
Gina Marie Taylor 
Kimberly Armela Taylor 
Bruce David Terry 
Sandra Bell Terry 
Carmel Kathleen Thompson 
Shawna Chirico Toler 
Lori Lee T onkery 
Elizabeth M. Triplett 
Devin Shawn Tubert 
Anthony Stephen T uk 
Thomas Andrew Turnbull 
Terrence Lee Turner 
Sandra Lynn Walker 
Moses Gitau W angugi 
Heather A. Whelan 
Mary F. Williams-] ackson 
Stephen Edward Williams 
Brian Albert Wood 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Eric Scott Adams 
Wayne Edward Barker 
Angela Carol Blevins 
Anna Marie Duvall 
Shawn Patrick Eddy 
Nana Farshad 
Anna Michelle Gillespie 
Emmons Michael Hay 
Katherine Hensell Hoke 
Donna Ann Bussell 
Degrees Granted July 10, 1992 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Chris Brooke Asplundh, Jr. 
Melissa Maria Bellomy 
Tammy Jo Bledsoe 
Christopher Eric Courts 
Tamara Renee Curry 
Robert Scott Eddy 
Jodi Lynne Garay 
John Darden Greene 
William James Hutcheson 
Dallas Kent Kelley, II 
Lee Eric Kemp 
Lisa Dawn Layden 
Michael Todd Meade 
J. Scott Miller 
Gerard Onochie Ogbozo 
William Wesley Payne 
Geffrey David Kiser 
Andrew Steven Leonhart 
Jennifer Marie Reggi 
Michael David Wall 
Stacy Ann Williams 
Dale Ray Queen 
Pearl Vernatter Short 
James Vance Stewart 
Craig Emerson Stump 
Deborah R. Weintraub 
George Edward Wolford, IV 
---
College of Science 
Candidates presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Science 
Robert Shawn Adkins 
Bethel Alemayehu 
Catherine Anne Allman 
Richard Anthony Aprea 
Christopher Todd Bailey 
Robert Billups 
Melissa Dawn Blatt 
Mellinee Gay Bowen 
Richard G. Bowman, II 
Jonathan Van Browning 
Timothy Ryan Brumfield 
Ronald Allen Burton, Jr. 
Jodi Michelle Cisco 
Scott Lee Cobbs 
Kenny Ray Compton 
David Horton Davis 
Christopher Lee Dewese 
William F. Dorsey, Jr. 
Byron T akeshi Dowell 
Jonathan Lee Edwards 
Kimberly Ann Elkins 
Laura Jean Cummings Fulks 
Bryan Heath Fuller 
Heidi E. Hagerman 
Craig Scott Hensley 
Julie Rae Hill 
Craig Aaron Hinchman 
Warren Shane Holmes 
Lee Ann Hughes 
Minter Scott Jackson 
Stephanie Dawn Lintz 
Gina Gaye Long 
Alex Patrick Lopez, II 
Larry Joe Lucas 
David Salah Majdalany 
Marie S. Majdalany 
Raymond Patrick Marshall 
Kelli Lynn McDonald 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
David Edward McAnallen 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Alice R. Barbour 
Laura Ellen Bivens 
Amy Marlene Booton 
Angla R. Bruce 
Carla Evonne Hudson 
Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Deborah Carol Bishop 
Nancy Lacey Connelly 
Tammy Lynn Cottrill 
Tina Marie Newsome 
Vicky Skeen 
Danny James Meadows 
Timmy Bryan Meadows 
Bobby Lynn Miller 
James Dryden Miller 
Marianito Marciano Mozo Montero, Jr. 
Mary Angela Morris 
James Alsworth Mynes 
Tammy Leigh Reedy 
Mark Kevin Scott 
Rainelle Lynn Smith 
Stephen Robert Stanley 
Hamid Reza Tavakoli 
Kimberly Dawn Triplett-Phillips 
Tammy Lynn Wallace 
Daniel James Whitmore 
David John Whitmore 
Gelila Yilma 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Science 
Lance E. Beckley 
Sean V. Brodtrick 
Mark Charles Brown 
John Christopher Cox 
Aaron Dale Keenan 
Cindy Conley Lewis 
Kenneth Vacquez Lim 
Andrea Lynn Owen 
Scott Edward Powell 
Charles E. Puckett 
William Roger Romine, II 
Catherine Louise Showalter 
Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry 
Brett Jason Phipps 
Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Jeane Elizabeth Chaffin 
Associate in Applied Science 
Reynaldo P. Castillo 
Jennifer Carol Duba 
Melissia L. Farley 
Amy Dawn Grady 
Cheryl Ann Martin 
Gary David Maynard 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Bachelor of Science 
Justin Martin Beverly 
Christopher Shane Copley 
Tina Michelle Dailey 
Janelle Cherai Perdue 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Marc Alan Hutton 
Degrees Granted July 10, 1992 
Bachelor of Science 
Angela Beth Armstead 
Blaine Barringer 
Scott L. Ellis 
Shelley Ilene Hylton 
Lorraine D. Koontz 
Karena Kaye Linkenhoger 
Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Lori Anne Boggs 
Eugenia Marie Jarrell 
Clinton Jay Stanley 
Sharon Marie Urben 
Marie Michele Vickers 
Kristina Renee Yirberg 
Edward Paul Nordhoff 
Nathan Lee Thompson 
Lora B. Wilson 
Sharmini Sheron Soosaithasan 
Joseph Gatens Vaughan 
Duane Dale Miller 
Lee Ann Mullins 
Lori J. Powers 
School of Nursing 
Candidates presented by Lynne B. Welch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Lina Signora Adams 
Deatra Meadows Adkins 
Jacquelin Tipton Adkins 
Pennie Melinda Bailey 
Linda Stewart Friel Barnett 
Angela Kay Bell 
Jeffrey Carl Berry 
Alisha Lynette Blankenship 
Samantha L. Blankenship 
Susan Lynn Brumbaugh 
Terri Lynn Caniff 
Helen Jane Carry 
Tina Lee Carter 
Sharon Ann Perry Chambers 
Susan Anderson Clark 
Melissa Dawn Curry 
Kathy Jo Cutlipp 
Betty G. Matney Dillon 
Shawna Noel Adrein Eastwood 
Tammy Kay Faber 
Sharon D. Farley 
Tonya Renee Frasher 
Mary Piepenbrink Harrison 
Tina J. Hatfield 
Vicki Blankenship Hatfield 
Nikki Jo Henry 
Kara Rena Henson 
Renee Elise Higgs 
Lois Ann Hunt 
Karyn Evonne Jack 
Gina Lynn Jeffers 
Todd Alan Jimison 
James E. Jones 
Frank Kelly Lambert 
Jackie D. Lilly 
Wendy Lynn Lilly 
Bobby Lee Marcum 
Lisa Lynn McClure 
Mary Stilton McCollister 
Teri Lynne Ehrman McCoy 
Julia Kathleen Hanna McMillian 
Stephanie Michele Meade 
Rhonda Gail Morgan 
Linda Moul 
Janet Marie Adkins Nelson 
Diana Marie Wiseman Nolan 
Brian Scott Parker 
Cherri Lynn Parsley 
Melissa Kay Patton 
Jill Elizabeth Perry 
Teresa L. Radcliff 
Frances Eileen Richardson 
Cynthia Ann Roberts 
Robin Tilley Roop 
Lola F. Sargent 
Patricia June Currey Smith 
Betty Ann Starr 
Cristi Marie Still 
Lynette Elaine Stoneking 
Irene Neal Taylor 
Lisa Renee Taylor 
Lori Lynn Thomas 
Delores Jean Mills Ward 
Kathy Lynn Wilson 
Cynthia A. Wiseman 
Anita Felty Woodrum 
Susan F. Yates 
Degree Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Science 1n Nursing 
Amy Elizabeth Mount Holland 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Wilma Wells Leslie 
Mary Catherine Ramsburg 
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College of Fine Arts 
Candidates presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Christopher Lee Ashworth 
Rayman Scott Barber 
Suzanna Mae Wheeler Brown 
Deena Jo Conley 
Dustin Trent Easter 
Danford Egnor 
Richard Lewis Fields 
Michael Edward Gill 
Michele Renee Goodson 
Timothy P. Huff 
Brian Scott Jarrell 
Carol Rene Johnson 
Lisa E. Lawhon 
Melissa Jill Limle 
Elizabeth Hope May 
David Preston Newsome 
Hollace Janette O'Neil 
Martin Wesley Poole 
Taclan Blaine Romey 
Keith Steven Sarver 
Scott Harold Stephens 
Kelle Lynne Vogel 
Joan Warner 
Philip Burke Wilcox 
Melissa Lea Willett 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Brian Shayne Barker 
Michael Allen Brady 
Sarah Brook Curry 
Jack Ferrell 
Melissa Mae Jenkins 
Christopher Paul Mullins 
Terry Lynn Parsons 
Amy Renee Roach 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Dale Edward Chambers 
Branita Ann Holbrook 
Gretchen Leigh Moeller 
Heidi Elaine Moeller 
Degree Granted July 10, 1992 
Tracy Diane Callihan 
Lisa Ann Talbert 
Eileen Kay Woods 
School of Medicine 
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degree May 8, 1993 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Kellie Lyn Chafin 
Michelle Ann Varner 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Robert Stewart Daniels, Jr. 
Miriam Elizabeth Gillispie 
Mary Jo Halter 
Sheila Kay Music 
Julie Marie Revis 
Barbara K. Staley 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Alan B. Gould, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Mark Arbes 
Tyrone Paul Baskin 
Judith Ann Birch 
Richard Wayne Butler 
Ronald Gene Campbell 
Carl Steven Champ 
Michael Arnet Clevenger, II 
Terri Lynn Collins 
Tiffany Brooke Courts 
Gregory A. Dailey 
Rocky R. Daniels 
Timothy Clark Dunlap 
Billy Shane Ferguson 
Michael Joseph Florino 
Scott Allen Fuller 
Denise Elaine Grinstead 
Mary Magdalene Hall 
James Eric Hodges 
Frankie Leon James 
Floyd Albert Johnson 
James Michael Klein 
Shari Monica Clive Lilley 
Joseph Edward Limle 
Edward S. Levitch 
Hiram Mahon 
Katherine Elizabeth Thomas Martin 
Pamela Diane McCloud 
John Michael Neal 
Jeffrey Scott Noble 
Terry Donald Price 
Ralph David Raike 
Charlotte Loretta Stapleton 
Dale G. Stephens 
Kimberly Dawn Stowers 
Virginia Katheryn Thomas 
Sandra Marie Hamon Tierney 
Todd Anthony Trotter 
Sidney G. Twee! 
Dianne Wall ace 
Cathy Riggle Ward 
Melinda Marie Waugh 
Jeffrey David Welch 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
James Gaylord Armentrout 
Delbert Taylor Artrip 
Debbie A. Burdette 
Karen Sue Byard 
Sharon G. Cotton 
Gregory W. Gault 
Jarena Jan Gibson 
Steven R. Hall 
Susan Diane Hammett 
Paul Michael Henderson 
Brenda Gay Hensley 
Johnnie W. Hoggard 
Loyd Allen Hudson 
Cynthia Jane Jones 
Kelli Leah Kessinger 
Jan TeNiel Adkins Kirk 
S. Wayne Kuhner 
Russell Eugene Livengood 
Mary Ann Lovejoy 
Craig David Mayes 
Danny Keith McKinney 
Richard Martin Meyer 
Randall Craig Ramsey 
Arlene Ward Roswall 
David Philip Shafer 
Patricia lreene Smith 
Dennis Lee Spaur 
Willa Kay Hinshaw Stewart 
Beverly Ann Swann 
Ronda L. Wilson 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Robin Michael Breeden 
John Andrew Brinkhorst 
Rock Anthony Evick 
Michael Sidney Hill 
John Franklin Lahoda 
Carl Lee, III 
James Thomas Parker 
Linda Sue Pingley 
Helen Michelle Polakovs 
Dawnita C. Redd 
Degrees Granted July 10, 1992 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Gilbert Brewer 
Charles Christopter Butler 
Amy Dee Cain 
John M. Chepes, II 
Mary Kathleen delosSantos 
Candace S. Elkins 
Margaret E. Galaspie 
John S. Governor, IV 
Philip Gibson Leaberry 
Nora Jo Loomis 
Sharon Ann Hoppe McClung 
Andres Haske Pangilinan 
Kenneth Richard Rollins 
Scott Andrew Ross 
Amy Jo Tyree 
George Sam Piatt 
Carla Rae Schneider 
Mary Holderby Stephens 
Pamela Gail West Williamson 
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Community and Technical College 
Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Associate in Applied Science 
Brian Edward Adkins 
Angela Maria Akers 
John Addison Alexander, III 
Rhonda K. Allen 
Kevin Adam Angelilli 
Joseph Paul Antolock 
Donna Mae Ashcraft 
Eric Ellis Ashcraft 
James Karl Barlow 
Debra Lea Bawden 
Brian Wayne Bean 
William C. Bevino 
Linda Kay Aldridge Bias 
Joyce Carletta Wright Blake 
Erik Scott Bohrer 
Teresa Marie Booth 
Timothy Cramer Boothe 
Dwayne L. Bowles 
Timothy Dale Bradley 
Kelli Jo Brightwell 
Mark Evan Brooks 
James 0. Brumfield, II 
Bridget Dawn Swisher Bush 
Lee Ann Carnahan 
Kristi M. Castle 
Christopher Matthew Casto 
Jose Centeno, Jr. 
Kelli Ann Chaney 
Gregory Lee Chapman 
Marsella E. Childress 
Richard Lee Clark 
Robert Allen Clark, Jr. 
Brian Keith Cochran 
Phyllis C. Conner 
Robert Edward Cooper, Jr. 
Christina Faye Craig 
Jeanne Rebecca Cremeans 
Mark Kevin Cruickshank 
Anthony Lee Cummings 
G. Robert Cunningham 
S. Travis Cutler 
Patrick Danville 
Scott Eugene Davis 
Kevin Scott Dickson 
Scott Thomas Dillon 
Todd Michael Dunkle 
Anthony Allan Estep 
Lesley Ann Evans 
James Donivan Ferrebee, Jr. 
John Michael Fitzgerald 
Stephen Dale Fowler 
Kathlyn Paige French 
Cheryl Christine Funderburk 
April Renee Geer 
Brenda Lee Mayes Gibas 
John Clayton Gillespie 
Joseph Daniel Groves 
Mary Joan Gue 
Marc Randall Hagley 
Ruthie Vance Harmon 
Claudia Ann Harvey 
Debra J. Hatfield 
David Paul Hawkins 
Daniel Franklin Hemetek 
Amie Nicole Hensley 
Eric Leland Hertig 
·Paul David Hesson, II 
Venus A. Holmes 
Dana R. Jividen 
Mark Frederick Johns 
Dionn Alonzo Jones 
Susan Nichole Kelley -
David Wayne Kilmer 
Randy Shawn Kimble 
Bradley Bartram Kingery 
Kathryn Spink Kinser 
Donn Paul Kitzmiller 
Timothy Colin Krisik 
Mindy Beth Layne 
Janice Kay Lee 
David Lee Lemmon, II 
Jeffrey Dale Lucas 
Rhonda Carrico Lusher 
William Kyle Marshall, III 
DesaRae Elaine Turner Martin 
Anita Jean Mathis 
Thomas E. Miller, Jr. 
Stephen Andrew Mondlak 
Jaime Leigh Moore 
Terri Jo Moore 
Lisa Gay Murphy 
Raymond E. Napier 
Thomas William Neal 
Donna J. Nelson 
Heather Michelle Nelson 
Kevin Ryan Pausch 
Sara Elizabeth Parsons 
David Wayne Peal 
John Andrew Persinger, Jr. 
Jeffrey Linn Phillips 
Tyrone Leroy Pierce 
Tracy Lynne Prunty 
Gerald Eugene Raikes, II 
John Kenneth Rapp, Jr. 
Scott Ryan Richardson 
David Lee Robinson, Jr. 
Rodney Dwayne Robinson 
Shawn A. Robinson 
Michele Renee Ross 
Donna Marie Sage 
David Anthony Samples 
Melissa Ann Scott 
Jim Andy See 
Helen P. Sellards 
Joseph Lorentz Shelton, II 
Kenneth Francis Short, Jr. 
Anthony Paul Smith 
Christopher Charles Smith 
Eddie Lee Smith 
Michael Allen Smith 
Richard Dale Stalnaker 
Douglas Paul Starcher 
Edward Bert Starcher 
Richard Raymond Stead 
Penny Lynn Steele 
Jennifer Ann Stevens 
Melissa Dawn Stone-Cook 
Raymond Delmer Stonestreet 
Kennith Dion Stowers 
Karl Martin Streyle, I 
Christopher Eugene Swann 
Daniel Brent Swiger 
Lori Ann Taylor 
Stephanie Renee Terrell 
Jamie Ann Thompson 
Curtis Edward Tilley 
Paul Emil T oriseva 
Charles Frederick Trader, III 
Karen L. Twohig 
Traci Susann Urps 
Zachary Joseph Vaughan 
Stephen John VerDow 
Jamie Renee Webb 
Dedera Michele Weese 
Carol A. White 
Selena Kay White 
Timothy Grant White 
Jay Randall Wilson 
Kimberly Ann Woodie 
Thomas Frederick Y anero 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Associate in Applied Science 
Katherine Renee Adams 
Wanda L. Adams 
Christy Lynn Adkins 
Violet Lee Adkins 
Patricia Ann Castle Baker 
Nancy E. Gilley Ball 
Jeffrey Alan Bias 
Amy J. Blair 
Maria L. Bodamer 
Michael David Boshell 
Benjamin A. Browning 
Bradley Neil Burgess 
Julie Carol Campbell 
Amy Jo Conley 
Eric Edward Courts 
Kathy Jo Earls Crockett 
Helen Marie Crum 
Bonnie Lou Perry Damron 
Teresa Lea Dial 
Sherry Lynn Doss 
Edie R. Johnson Evans 
Tonya Deeann Fry 
Ginger Renee Gunter 
Lloyd Donovan Hale 
Melanie Mia Rawlings Harless 
Sherry Jill Hickman 
Gary D. Hutchinson 
Susan Ann Jenkins 
Ruth A. Johnson 
Cynthia Jane Jones 
Tracey Lynn Kelley 
Joni Kay King 
Raquel Lee Long 
Lori Ann Mitchell 
Cheryl Lynn Pack 
Tina Marie Perry 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Associate in Applied Science 
Leslie D. Burns 
William Wesley Harmon 
Carrie Lynn Huff 
Kimberly Dawn Stowers 
Kristie Dawn Stowers 
Gloria Jean Thomas 
Degrees Granted July 10, 1992 
Associate in Applied Science 
Tonia R. Chappelle 
Angela K. Copley 
David Anthony Drown 
Patrick L. Fain 
Annette Mills 
Sherry Machelle Scarberry 
Melissa Renae Reeves 
Terri J. Lawhon Rowe 
Edna Estela Sanchez 
Kimberly S. Sassier 
Tammy Renee Smith 
Samuel Scott Stewart 
Tracy Scott Thaxton 
Troy Lee Thomason 
Donna J. Topping 
Timothy S. VanMeter 
Diania Walls Waugh 
Deborah Lynn Williams 
Audra Janene Wilson 
Associate in Arts 
Elaine Margaret Lancaster 
Ann Paulette Veal 
Patricia Nicole Watts 
Graduate School 
Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Master of Arts 
John Edward Adkins 
West Virginia State College 
History 
Perry Franklin Adkins, Jr. 
Ohio University 
Special Education 
Kelly Ann Sutherland Adkins 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Kathy Lynn Allbright 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Stephen Craig Ambrose 
Marshall University 
English 
Joann Snyder Bapst 
Rio Grande University 
Communication Arts 
Mark Howard Blair 
University of Kentucky 
Psychology 
Anna "Maschil" Offenberger Booth 
Ohio University 
Communication Disorders 
Deborah Kay Brewer 
Marshall University 
Psychology 
Walter Joseph Brison, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Educational Administration 
Donald James Brown 
Marshall University 
Social Studies 
Timothy Wayne Click 
• Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Vivian Romano Cochrane 
Queens University of Belfast 
Art 
Nickandrea Morgan Cooke 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Chrystalle Lee Crabtree 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Gwyndolyn Anne Crews 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Jeffrey Thomas Crum 
Liberty University 
Music 
Danna Jane Davis 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Music 
Harold Ellis Dorton, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Sociology 
Michelle Rene Drake 
Capital University 
Political Science 
Jaymie Kathleen Duncan 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Quinetta Duncan 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Sociology 
Lora Whittington Dunn 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Kimberly Anne Alexander Enders 
Bethany College 
Reading Education 
Tandance Jo Fierbaugh 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Judy McCoy Foxx 
West Virginia State College 
Art 
Elizabeth Williams Towne Frazier 
Marshall University 
Secondary Education 
Kristi Freeman 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Susan Alayne Paulovic Garcia 
Marshall University 
English 
Jeffery Wayne Garrett 
David Lipscomb University 
Counseling 
Kimberly S. Garrett 
West Virginia State College 
Counseling 
Jeani Dawn Gollihue 
Morehead State University 
Mathematics 
Amy Lynn Grass 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Thomas Michael Gray 
West Virginia University 
Secondary Education 
Lila L. Hall 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Mary Sue Mullins Hall 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Mark A. Hayes 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Kimberly Frederica Hess 
University of Charleston 
Communication Disorders 
Shawn Patrick Holliday 
Marshall University 
English 
Blair Hopkins 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Marea Jean Howell 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Mark A. Hrko 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Biological Sciences 
Carol Rosalie Connolly Hughart 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Mark Douglas Isabella 
Fairmont State College 
Communication Studies 
Eric Mathew Kaltenecker 
Shepherd College 
Political Science 
Sandra Kay La Voie 
West Virginia State College 
Business Education 
James Gregory Lawson 
Marshall University 
Communication Studies 
Anita I. Lilly 
Concord College 
English 
Jhanna Jo Meadows Lively 
Concord College 
Special Education 
Monica Muth Martin 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Linda Mastellone 
New York State University College 
at Geneseo 
English 
Barbara JoAnn George Maynard 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Sam Edward McCarter 
Carson-Newman College 
Sociology 
Debra Ann Sullivan McGuckin 
Central Michigan University 
Psychology 
Lisa Butler Mclaurin 
Central Michigan University 
Secondary Education 
Elementary Education 
Amy Lynn Messinger 
Marshall University 
Secondary Education 
McDonald Caraway Morris 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
John Martin Papa 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Karen J. Pelphrey 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Kenneth Lee Pinnell 
West Virginia State College 
History 
Blythe Greer Powell 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Margaret Williamson Powers 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Raymona Preston 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Deana Dean Prince 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Janis Evelyn Rezek 
West Virginia State College 
Sociology 
Karen Recie Riffe 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Home Economics 
Peggy Jo Roach 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Patricia Ann Robinson 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Jane Lee Romine 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
LaDonna Lynn Reckart Rosencrance 
Fairmont State College 
Special Education 
Kelli Yvonne Samples 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Danny R. Shope 
University of Rio Grande 
Sociology 
Susan Watters Sisson 
West Virginia University 
Art 
Timothy Paul Smith 
Marshall University 
Communication Studies 
Soo-Y oung Song 
Sook Myung Women's University 
Home Economics 
Mary Ruth Stanley Spaulding 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Debra Gail Trautwein Spencer 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Thomas Eugene Stepp 
Marshall University 
Political Science 
Donna Walker Stines 
University of Virginia - Clinch Valley 
Special Education 
Linda Pritt Stonestreet 
University of Charleston 
English 
Pamela Sue Sturm 
Marshall University 
Mathematics 
Suzanne Wright Thorniley 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Barbara Ann Tucker 
University of Maryland 
Special Education 
Pauline Wylma Urbahns 
Marshall University 
English 
Jennifer Rose Weddington 
West Virginia University 
Communication Arts 
Scott Allan West 
Marshall University 
History 
Frederick I. Young 
University of Charleston 
Counseling 
Master of Science 
Joyce Evelyn Logan Allan 
West Virginia University 
Library Science Education 
Staci Dudash Smith Aulick 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
Steven Dale Ballengee 
Concord College 
Health and Physical Education 
Yagun Bao 
Xiamen University 
Biological Sciences 
Kenneth Wayne Blake 
West Virginia State College 
Criminal Justice 
Joseph S. Blauser 
Salisbury State College 
Health and Physical Education 
James Randall Blevins 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Safety 
Jeffrey Paul Briggs 
Mount Vernon Nazarene College 
Health and Physical Education 
Carla Ann Carte 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Library Science Education 
Daniel W. Chaffin 
Shawnee State University 
Biological Sciences 
Yi Ren Chen 
South China University of 
Technology 
Chemistry 
Elizabeth Anne Galens Dannals 
Syracuse University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Kerry Maureen Neal Davis 
Ohio University 
Safety 
Tammy L. Donnan 
Kansas State University 
Health and Physical Education 
Joseph S. Ely 
Salem College 
Biological Sciences 
Shivaleela Halappa Harapanahalli 
Karnatak University 
Biological Sciences 
Sandra Lou Harman 
West Virginia University 
Adult Education 
Michael Jack Haught 
Marshall University 
Safety 
William Keith Holmes, Jr. 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Safety 
Beverly Warner Jarrett 
West Virginia State College 
Adult Technical Education 
Sven Thomas Jonsson 
University of Capetown 
Community Health 
Janet S. Keating 
Anderson University 
Biological Sciences 
Josh Matthew Lehman 
University of Northern Iowa 
Health and Physical Education 
Charlotte F. Maner 
University of Charleston 
Library Science Education 
Vanessa Lynn Martin 
Marshall University · 
Safety 
Chris Allen McGuffin 
Marshall University 
Community Health 
Sue Hancock Miller 
Duke University 
Adult Education 
Cheryl L. Morgan 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Carrie E. Morse 
Marshall University 
Chemistry 
Allan Joseph Niederberger 
University of Maryland 
Biological Sciences 
Michael Keith Nowlin 
West Virginia University 
Biological Sciences 
Stella Parikakis 
West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Joy Katheryn Ransom 
West Virginia University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Mary Elizabeth Riffle 
University of Charleston 
Adult Education 
Heidi Beth Samuels 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Amy Brown Schwartz 
Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education 
Dreama Kim Smith 
University of Charleston 
Safety 
Sheri Lee Spears 
Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education 
Wesley Roy Stafford 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Vocational Technical Eduction 
Timothy James Stark 
Princeton University 
Biological Sciences 
Dennis C. Stiltner 
West Virginia State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Joyce Morrison Thompson 
Concord College 
Library Science Education 
Nicole Leigh Turrill 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
David Phares Wagg 
Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education 
Richard W. Watts 
Marshall University 
Geography 
Kimberley Dawn Waybright 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
Jack Richard Wilson, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Jeffrey Shane Wynne 
Glenville State College 
Health and Physical Education 
Bin Zhuang 
Zhengzhou University 
Chemistry 
Master of Business 
Administration 
Sherry Lynn Adams 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Cynthia Dawn Bowen 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Bruce Allen Deaton 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Lee Boyd Dunfee 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Rodney Lyn Harrell 
Hampton University 
Business and Commerce 
Thomas Alan Haun 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Beth Lynn Hunt 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Stephen Christopher Lloyd 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
William Ross McAllister 
University of Tennessee 
Business and Commerce 
Mahmoud A. N aanaa 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Rodney Gene Phillips 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Douglas Steven Price 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
James Kevin Roach 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Frank Rose 
University of Florida 
Business and Commerce 
Joseph C. Smolira 
Wheeling Jesuit College 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts 
Journalism 
. 
1n 
Hamad Mohammed Al-Hajri 
University of Riyadh 
Journalism 
Allison Dawn Barker 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Lisa Anne Earl 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Bill Edward Flippen 
Concord College 
Journalism 
Claudia Patricia Salas Forero 
Javenanna University 
Journalism 
Billy Gale Gardner 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Karen Elizabeth Klein 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Susan K. Richmond Lambert 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Marc A. McCombs 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Teresa Nickell 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Ronn Gerard Robinson 
West Virginia State College 
Journalism 
Roy Martin Spears 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
David Wayne Walsh 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Clifton Bradley Williamson 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Lori Annette Aprea Wilt 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Hong Zheng Xie 
East China Normal University 
Journalism 
Nerissa Ann Young 
Concord College 
Journalism 
Master of Arts 
Teaching 
Philip Arthur Brewster 
Messiah College 
Teaching 
. 1n 
Brenda K. Conley 
Appalachian Bible Institute 
Teaching 
Desiree Michele Craigo 
University of Kentucky 
Teaching 
Teresa Gail Sizemore Dyke 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Amy Kathleen Ferrell 
West Virginia University 
Teaching 
Andrea Carol Flesher 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Julia Monnig Good 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Kimberly Dawn Hayslette 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Michelle Lee Kaiser 
American University 
Teaching 
Sarah R. Miller 
Centre College 
Teaching 
Donald Hite Post, Jr. 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University 
Teaching 
Abbie Renee Shrewsbury 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Karen Louise Hartlage Watts 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Jane Elizabeth Wiley 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Robert Jackson Wilmink 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Thomas Yeager 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Master of Science 1n 
Nursing 
Deborah Ann Casdorph 
West Virginia University 
Nursing 
Natalie Joan Eddy 
West Virginia University 
Nursing 
Margaret Brown Fitch 
Marshall University 
Nursing 
Lisa Kirk Jones 
University of Charleston 
Nursing 
Shirley Ann Justice 
West Virginia University 
Nursing 
Jeanne Marie Kilroy 
Villanova University 
Nursing · 
Mary Teresa McGinnis Morris 
West Virginia University 
Nursing 
Debra Dee Munn 
Ohio University 
Nursing 
Morgan Lee Pinkerman 
Marshall University 
Nursing 
Becky D. Rider 
Marshall University 
Nursing 
Linda Kay Shipley 
Marshall University 
Nursing 
Donna G. Weber 
Winona State University 
Nursing 
Degrees Granted December_ 15, 1992 
Master of Arts 
Deborah Kay Adkins 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Shea Lee Davis Ashworth 
West Virginia University 
Communication Disorders 
Lois Lemley Austin 
Marshall University 
Sociology 
Rachel Elizabeth Beahrs 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Vanessa Cline Bragg 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
James V. Butcher, II 
Marshall University 
Political Science 
Peggy Lou Snuffer Casdorph Kristi Renea Ferrell William F. Krafft 
West Virginia State College Marshall University West Virginia University 
Psychology Business Education Counseling 
Walter B. Catron, Jr. Diane Pemberton Fetty Cheryl Plum Liller 
Virginia State University Marshall University Fairmont State College 
Special Education Special Education Special Education 
Sharron K. Chenault Tina Cornwell Foose Darrel Mahon, Jr. 
Eastern Kentucky University Marshall University West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Business Education Communication Disorders Secondary Education 
Marelisa Colberg David James French Wilma Leah Manns 
University of Arkansas Bluefield State College Marshall University 
Home Economics Mathematics Communication Disorders 
Sandra Kay Chafin Colegrove Tammy Sue Gardner Emily V. Massey Mayfield 
Marshall University Marshall University Eastern Kentucky University 
Elementary Education Communication Disorders Business Education 
Leslie Carol Comer Patricia Ann Graziano Kimberly Jane Maynard 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University 
Communication Disorders Early Childhood Education Secondary Education 
Nora Alice Shelton Cooper Lisa Annette Griffith William James McCormick, Jr. 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University 
Elementary Education Communication Disorders Counseling 
Amanda Gant Smith Cowgill Arlie David Hale Sherry Lynn Midkiff 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University 
Counseling Special Education Counseling 
Maureen Connaughton David Carol Jean Hanson Marsha Kay Mounts 
Wheeling Jesuit College West Virginia University Marshall University 
Counseling Communication Disorders Elementary Education 
Carolyn Ann Dean Antoni Lee Herndon Hardy Paula Ann Nield 
Utah State University Ohio University Marshall University 
Communication Disorders Counseling Special Education 
Valerie Svingos Dickson Amanda Leigh Harless Cheryl Denise Norris 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University 
Secondary Education Psychology Counseling 
Larry William Dorsch Jada Chicquitla Hunter Amy Marie Norton 
Wheeling Jesuit College West Virginia State College Marshall University 
Communication Studies Educational Administration Communication Disorders 
Karen Marie Elk Kimberly Joan Callahan Jarrell Michelle Radcliff 
Ohio Dominican College Marshall University Marshall University 
Elementary Education Communication Disorders Counseling 
Bonnie Asbury Evans Tamara Alea Johnson Donna Wright Richmond 
i 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University 
j Special Education Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
Rima Michel Farhat Vickie Ann Jude Dale Rife 
I 
American University of Beirut Marshall University Marshall University 
Political Science Communication Disorders Business Education 
Sheri Saunders Sayre 
Rio Grande University 
Elementary Education 
Patricia Lakin Smith 
Marshall University 
Business Education 
Cindy Susan Simons Spinks 
Marshall _University 
Counseling 
Tina Dall States 
Union College 
Counseling 
Karen Lynn Suhaka 
Marshall University 
Mathematics 
Rebecca Ann Summers 
Fairmont State College 
Reading Education 
Lisa B. Thomas 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Mary Kay Moneyhun Thomas 
Marshall University 
Sociology 
Donna Joan Turner 
Eastern Michigan University 
English 
Robert Anthony Walker 
Marshall University 
Mathematics 
Lisa Marie Wallace 
West Virginia University 
Sociology 
Carolyn Sue Egnor Walls 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Kimberly Dawn Watts 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Teresa G. Wisvari 
The Ohio State University 
Reading Education 
Kristine D. Skidmore Wolfe 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Master of Science 
Jerry L. Anderson, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Esther S. Brannon 
West Virginia State College 
Adult Education 
Shelly Anne Bunn 
West Virginia University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Suzanne K. Cockley 
Juniata College 
Adult Education 
Loman Lee Cottrill, II 
West Virginia State College 
Safety 
Steve Barry Crosier 
West Virginia State College 
Health and Physical Education 
Catherine Darves 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Karl Andrew Epps 
Marshall University 
Geography 
Donita Rae Gandee 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Hadden Paul Garvin, Jr. 
State University of New York at Alba 
Adult Education 
Patricia Ann Goad 
Marshall University 
Geography 
Dominique Helene Hamelin 
University of Oklahoma 
Health and Physical Education 
Paul A. Haynes 
Ohio University 
Safety 
Amber Lynn Hoback 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Donald Isaac Jones 
Pikeville College 
Health and Physical Education 
Thomas Gregory Judy 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Christopher Kevin Keaton 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Martha Cecelia Lilly 
West Virginia State College 
Health and Physical Education 
Susan S. Ma 
National Taiwan University 
Accounting · 
Alexandria G. Stone 
The Ohio State University 
Adult Education 
Mary Lynn Taylor 
Marshall University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Dennis Paul Vance, Jr. 
Bluefield State College 
Safety 
Cheryl Jack Whitehead 
West Virginia State College 
Safety 
Mary Elisa Wilcox 
University of North Carolina 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Master of Business 
Administration 
Katherine Elizabeth Bailey 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
William David Canterbury 
West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce 
Andrew Joseph Fizer 
West Virginia University 
Business and Commerce 
Srinivas Naidu Geddam 
University of Mysore 
Business and Commerce 
,, 
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M. James Hamilton 
Miami University of Ohio 
Business and Commerce 
Jerome A. Kollar 
lllinois State University 
Business and Commerce 
Carol Ann Nelsor Perry 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts 
Journalism 
. 
1n 
Constance Morabito Akerley 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Diane Elizabeth Allman 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Penelope Nichols Blue 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Brian Clarke Peterson 
Kent State University 
Journalism 
Diane Feaster Rose 
University of South Florida 
Journalism 
John B. Snyder 
Siena College 
Journalism 
Master of Arts 
Teaching 
Nancy Gaylynn Dinkins 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
. 
1n 
Degrees Granted August 14, 1992 
Master of Arts 
Joy K. Agee 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Tanya Taylor Alderman 
Marshall University 
Psychology 
Jane Lynn Petrik Anderson 
Northern State University 
Early Childhood Education 
Bruce Price Bannerman 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Communication Arts 
Amy Leigh Barber 
Marshall University 
Early Childhood Education 
Joseph Mark Bilicic 
State University of New York 
College at Oswego 
Political Science 
Peggy Ruth Dixon Blount 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Sheri Ellen Bowers 
Marshall University 
Psychology 
Joseph Anthony Breese 
Ohio University 
Psychology 
Belinda Lee Brumfield 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Patricia A. Starkey Brumfield 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Kathryn J. Bruner 
Fairmont State College 
Special Education 
Cary Darren Butler 
Marshall University 
Counseling 
Carol Spence Cain 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Julie Duke 
University of Pittsburgh 
Teaching 
Tara Londeree Kueker 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Mark T. Rooper 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Sandra Winslow Farris Sweetser 
University of New Hampshire 
Teaching 
Lisa Robin Barber Callihan 
University of Kentucky 
Communication Studies 
Catherine Lynette Cotton 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Mary Rose Morgan Craddock 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Lee Ann Cumpston 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Lisa Linette Davis 
Ohio University 
Communication Disorders 
Cirilda Jane Dean 
Ohio University 
Special Education 
Clisty Kathleen Dixon 
Concord College 
Reading Education 
Jane Ann Moore Elliott 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Paula Jean Flinn 
Marshall University 
Secondary Education 
Regina Carol Osborne Ford 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Leonard Francis Haney 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Secondary Education 
Natalie Ann Hay 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Mark Douglas Jewell 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Roy Dwane Johnson 
Marshall University 
Political Science 
Laura Sue Kasey 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Sandi Kiser-Griffith 
Marshall University 
Psychology 
Bobby Franklin Lipscomb 
Marshall University 
History 
Sandra Garrison Lovejoy 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Helena A. Lusher 
Marshall University 
Reading Education 
Brenda Olamae Mahon 
Bluefield State College 
Secondary Education 
Roberta Jean Mayhue 
Thiel College 
Communication Disorders 
Eileen Clare McCarten 
Douglass College 
Art 
Connie Marie McCarty 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Margo Yvonne Mounts 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
William J. Murphy 
Pikeville College 
Educational Administration 
Lisa Jill Murrell-Freeman 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Mary Beth Parker Mustain 
Concord College 
Special Education 
Sarah H. Naas 
Wright State University 
Art 
Elizabeth Anne Newman 
Marshall University 
Sociology 
Linda M. Jarrell Null 
Marshall University 
Secondary Education 
Odetta Leith Owen 
Marshall University 
Communication Studies 
William David Owings 
Marshall University 
Political Science 
Diona Dominga Pauig 
Ohio University 
Psychology 
Jeanette Ann Phillips 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Laura Jane Phillips 
Fairmont State College 
Psychology 
Jeffrey Louis Porter 
Morehead State University 
Mathematics 
Lesa Beeson Pridemore 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Linda Dama Metz Reeder 
West Virginia University 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael Ann Roark 
Marshall University 
Communication Disorders 
Weimin Shi 
Shanghai College of Science and 
Technology 
Mathematics 
Becky Jayne Smith 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Home Economics 
Pamela Lynn Tarr 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
Psychology 
Donna Gwynn Pasquale Thompson 
Rio Grande University 
Special Education 
Rhonda Leigh Wellman 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Emma J. Copley White 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Janet Dorado Yost 
Marshall University 
Home Economics 
Master of Science 
Timothy Lynn Barney 
University of Kentucky 
Safety 
Daniel S. Blankership 
Concord College 
Geography 
Larry Eugene Brammer, Jr. 
Marshall University 
Chemistry 
Roger Dale Crist 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Safety 
Thomas George Jones 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
t 
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Eugene Arthur Kennedy Clint Allen Waybright 
Bluefield State College Glenville State College 
Geography Health and Physical Education 
Robert George Koehler, III 
Master of Business Shepherd College Criminal Justice 
Administration 
Shawn Andrew Laugh 
Marshall University Michael Brad Binder 
Criminal Justice Marshall University 
Sammy Lee Leffingwell 
Business and Commerce 
Marshall University Danny Pridemore Safety Michigan Technological University 
Gary Bruce McConihay, II Business and Commerce 
Marshall University Shu Kai Sin Safety 
Hong Kong Shue Yan 
Timothy Earl McCoy College Northeast 
Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Health and Physical Education 
Suzanne Frances Webb 
Carla Susanne Smith Marshall University 
Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Terri Lynn Spencer Master of Arts 1n 
Marshall University Journalism Criminal Justice 
Brian S. Walker Scott David Gillespie 
Davis and Elkins College West Virginia University 
Vocational Technical Education Journalism 
Degrees Granted July 10, 1992 
Master of Arts 
Abrheam Hamed Algobaes 
Eastern New Mexico University 
Political Science 
Vicki Chapman Allen 
Marshall University 
Educational Administration 
Vicki Anderson 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Jacqueline St. Clair Dunn Bannerman 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University 
Special Education 
Rebecca Lynn Hunt Bias 
Marshall University 
Art 
Kimberly Dawn Cremeans Browning 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Joyce Elaine Davis 
Western Maryland College 
Reading Education 
Leana Ketchum Drummond 
University of South Florida 
Special Education 
Jennifer Perry Moran 
University of Kentucky 
Journalism 
Master of Arts 1n 
Teaching 
Cynthia Louise Tipton Bright 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Michael Keith Mclaurin 
Marshall University 
Teaching 
Master of Science 
Nursing 
Laura G. Boggs Darby 
Marshall University 
Nursing 
Jane Miley Hisghman Mow 
Shenandoah College and 
Conservatory of Music 
Nursing 
David Thomas Hanshaw 
Marshall University 
Secondary Education 
Judi Lynn Hennebry 
North Dakota State University 
Speech 
Deborah S. Herbert 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Jo Anna Hill 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
1n 
Bette L. Hinman-Fisher 
Ohio University 
English 
Edris Lavan Barnette Humphrey 
Morehead State University 
Educational Supervision 
Pamela Leigh Hunt 
Pikeville College 
Special Education 
Angela Dawn Lilly 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Patricia Lynn Mandola 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Marie E. Manilla 
West Virginia University 
English 
Jennifer Ann Marcombe 
Louisiana State University and 
Agricultural and Mechanical College 
Speech 
Mark Alan Matics 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
History 
Emma Jean Maynard 
Morehead State University 
Educational Supervision 
Lynette Marie Sherick Mitchell 
Ohio University 
Communication Arts 
Judy Foster Monk 
Concord College 
Business Education 
Elizabeth Ann Napier 
West Liberty State College 
Elementary Education 
Bertha Brumfield Nelson 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Kevin Gene Phillips 
Hampden-Sydney College 
Political Science 
Robin Caldwell Plummer 
Liberty Baptist College 
Reading Education 
Shirley Wilson Randolph 
University of Tennessee 
Communication Arts 
Carmella Thompson Porter 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Gloria Denise Sage 
Marshall University 
Special Education 
Sandra M. McCloud Skiles 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Sofija Cucak Smith 
Marshall University 
Art 
Elgin Morris Ward 
Marshall University 
English 
Faith Lyons Wilks 
Marshall University 
History 
Judith Kay Davis Williams 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Linda Gail Workman 
Marshall University 
Elementary Education 
Master of Science 
Marsha Ellen Bevins 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Safety 
Gale M. Bradley 
University of Charleston 
Safety 
Lynn Renee Bria 
University of Charleston 
Health and Physical Education 
Sharon Lynn Caldwell 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Mary Jayne Crabtree 
Ohio University 
Safety 
Kathy Ellen Easter 
Ohio University 
Safety 
Ruth Helen Freeman 
Ohio University 
Library Science Education 
Sharon Jean Grooms 
The Ohio State University 
Safety 
James Andrew Jarrell 
Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education 
James Gregory McLaughlin 
West Virginia State College 
Safety 
Donald Lee Money 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
Health and Physical Education 
Brenda Means Parks 
Glenville State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Stacy Scott Parsons 
Glenville State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Mark Thomas Schwertfeger 
West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
David A. Smith 
Marshall University 
Adult Education 
Glenn Darwin Smith 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
Vocational Technical Education 
Roger Dale Wilson 
West Virginia Institute of 
Technology 
Vocational Technical Education 
Jinlian Yang 
South China University of 
Technology 
Chemistry 
l 
I· 
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Master of Business 
Administration 
Joseph Patrick Burn 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Scott Anthony Ellis 
Armstrong State College 
Business and Commerce 
D. Keith Steger 
West Virginia State College 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts . Master of Arts . 1n 1n 
Journalism Teaching 
Kenneth David Payne Jennifer Lane Behrendt 
Western Kentucky University Marshall University 
Journalism Teaching 
Stephanie Shawn Smith Kevin Joseph Burton 
Marshall University Marshall University 
Journalism Teaching 
Ling Tong Zeng Charlotte Ann Oshel 
Shanxi University Marshall University 
Journalism Teaching 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Doctor of Medicine 
Christopher Gerard Anton 
Marshall University 
Liza Antonette Arceo-Frederick 
West Virginia University 
James Donald Baylous 
Marshall University 
James Bernard Becker 
Marshall University 
Chris Boggs 
West Virginia University 
Shane Allan Bowen 
West Virginia University 
Nohl Arthur Braun, Jr. 
Rose-Hulman University 
Eva Carol Brown 
Marshall University 
Linda G. Brown 
Marshall University 
Lisa Gail Burke 
West Virginia State College 
John Milton Carl, III 
Marshall University 
Robert Emmitt Connell, III 
West Virginia University 
Dennis Marshall Cupit 
University of Charleston 
Wendy K. Benline Dean 
West Liberty State College 
Philip J. Fer kl er 
Neumann College 
David Charles Fisher 
West Virginia University 
Brian Francis 
Marshall University 
Todd William Gress 
Marshall University 
Mary Beth Harler 
Wheeling Jesuit College 
Timothy Scott Hart 
University of Kentucky 
Douglas Wilson Henson 
Marshall University 
Jeffrey Wayne Hively 
West Virginia State College 
Paul Stephen Holley 
Roberts Wesleyan College 
Jeffrey Scott Holmes 
West Virginia University 
Jennifer Dawn Jones 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Cathy M. Judge 
Marshall University 
Brian Patrick Magrane 
West Virginia University 
Maria Lisa Uy Morgan 
University of Charleston 
John Wallace Neville, Jr. 
Fairmont State College 
Debra Hall Parsons 
Pikeville College 
Raymond Daniel Ray, II 
Glenville State College 
Stephen Mark Ross 
University of Delaware 
Mark Adam Rubin 
West Virginia University 
Sanjeev Simeon Sharma 
Marshall University 
Richard Lee Siemens 
West Virginia University 
Virgil William Smaltz 
West Virginia University 
Annette Marie Smith 
Marshall University 
Larry Click Smith, II 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
James Faird Tackett 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Mary Buffington Wallace 
Haverford College 
Richard Lee Wilson, Jr. 
Shepherd College 
Joanne Rue Wunderlich 
Muhlenburg College 
Rebecca Brown Young 
Longwood College 
Mark Stephen Zalaznik 
Marshall University 
., 
I!! 
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Degrees Granted December 15, 1992 
Doctor of Medicine 
John Joseph Anton 
Marshall University 
Ann Maree Lambernedis 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Brian Hayden Morgan 
University of Southern California 
Henry Ray Preston 
Berea College 
Graduate School 
West Virginia University ---- Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by Russell K. Dean, Assistant Vice President for Curriculum and 
Instruction at West Virginia University 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 1993 
Doctor of Education 
Charles Gene Bailey 
Marshall University 
Maudie Elizabeth Booth Karickhoff 
Marshall University 
Bang-yong Su 
Marshall University 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Darshana T. Shah 
University of Maryland 
Degree Granted December _ 1992 
Doctor of Philosophy 
David Yan Cheng 
Marshall University 
. 
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Marshall University Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidate for Degree May 8, 1993 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Daniel Glenn Todd 
Marshall University 
Degree Granted December 15, 1992 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Thais Patricia Salazar-Mather 
Fairmont State College 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 1993 
Charles Gene Bailey 
Higher Education 
Dr. Ermel Stepp, Chair 
"Perceptions of Professional Radio 
Station Managers of the Training 
and Experience of Potential 
Employees who have worked in 
College Radio Under One of Three 
Different Administrative Patterns.'' 
Maudie Elizabeth Booth 
Karickhoff 
Higher Education 
Dr. Aimee Howley, Chair 
"Gender Differences in Work and 
Family Commitments and Their 
Effect on Work-Family Role 
Conflict Among Administrators in 
Higher Education." 
Darshana T. Shah 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Bryan Larsen, Chair 
"Production of Gliotoxin by 
Candida albicans and Its Effect on 
Human Polymorphonuclear 
Leukocytes." 
Bang-yong Su 
Public Education 
Dr. Neil Gibbins, Chair 
"Policy Decision Making in the 
United States of America and the 
People's Republic of China: The 
Development of National Goals for 
Public Education." 
Daniel Glenn Todd 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Gary L. Wright and Dr. 
Vernon E. Reichenbecher, 
Chairs 
"The Production and Applications 
of Polyclonal and Monoclonal 
Antibodies Directed Against 
Hypertensive Factor, an Endogenous 
Pressor Peptide Isolated From Blood.'' 
December 1992 
David Yan Cheng 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Carl Gruetter, Chair 
"Estrogen and Angiotensin II -
Induced Aortic Contraction." 
Thais Patricia Salazar-Mather 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Terry W. Fenger, Chair 
"Genetic Analysis of HSV-1 Strains 
Differing in Ocular Virulence." 
! 
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Masters Theses 
May 1993 
Staci Smith Aulick 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Dan K. Evans and Dr. Frank 
S. Gilliam 
"Vascular Flora of Three 
Watersheds in the Fernow 
Experimental Forest and Factors 
Influencing Species Composition of 
the Herbaceous Layer" 
Vivian Cochrane 
Art 
Dr. Susan Power 
"A Comparative Study of the 
English and Welsh Art Curricula 
and the Proposed American Art 
Standards" 
Joseph Ely 
Biological Science 
Dr. Dan K. Evans 
"Flora and Vegetation of Selected 
Embayments Along the Middle to 
Mid-Upper Ohio River Floodplain" 
Allison D. Barker Fisher 
Journalism 
Dr. George T. Arnold 
'A Survey of the Effectiveness of 
West Virginia's Freedom of 
Information Act and Open 
Governmental Proceedings Act" 
December 1992 
Lois Lemley Austin 
Sociology 
Dr. William S. Westbrook 
"Characteristics of Participants and 
Non-Participants of Senior Citizen 
Centers Lincoln County" 
Larry W. Dorsch 
Communication Studies 
Dr. Dorothy Johnson 
"A Communication Audit of the 
Catholic Diocese of 
Wheeling-Charleston'' 
Susan Alayne Paulovic Garcia 
English 
Dr. John W. Teel 
" 'There is my sweetheart with the 
curly head ... ' The Civil War 
Journal of Helen Mary Adams 
1860-1863" 
S. H. Harapanahalli 
Biological Science 
Dr. E. B. Kahle 
"Lipogenic Mechanisms in Running 
Muscles of - and Lipid Exchange 
Through - the LAIN-cp Rat 
Hindlimb" 
Anita I. Lilly 
English 
Dr. Robert Gerke 
"Hell in Stephen Crane's Maggie" 
Michael K. Nowlin 
Biological Sciences 
· Dr. Frank S. Gilliam 
"Effects of Wildfire on the 
Herbaceous Layer of a Southwestern 
West Virginia Mixed Hardwood 
Forest" 
Amanda Harless 
Psychology 
Dr. Helen Linkey 
"Judgments of Fairness, 
Satisfaction, Organizational 
Obligation, Employee Entitlement 
and Responsibility Concerning an 
Employee Assistance Program" 
Martha Cecelia Lilly 
Physical Education 
Dr. Terry Shepherd 
"The Effect of Increased Aerobic 
Activity Upon Diet and Weight 
Concerns of Women" 
Timothy Stark 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Dan K. Evans 
"The Flora and Vegetation of 
Green Bottom Wildlife 
Management Area, West Virginia" 
Nicole Turrill 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Frank S. Gilliam 
"Factors Influencing Herbaceous 
Layer Vegetation of a Central 
Appalachian Hardwood Forest 
Ecosystem'' 
Bin Zhuang 
Chemistry 
Dr. Michael L. Norton 
"Synthesis and Characterization of 
Superconducting Crystals'' 
Mary K. Thomas 
Sociology 
Dr. K. P. Ambrose 
"Stress Among Persons in Lincoln 
County Age Sixty or Older" 
Lisa Marie Wallace 
Sociology 
Dr. K. P. Ambrose 
"The Male/Female Wage Gap and 
Comparable Worth: The Debate" 
August 1992 
Larry E. Brammer, Jr. 
Chemistry 
Dr. Lawrence Schmitz 
''The UV Characterization of 
Cyclopropylmethyl Cations" 
Thomas G. Jones 
Biological Science 
Dr. Donald Tarter 
"Spring Season Foraging Patterns of 
Fishes in the Greenbottom Wildlife 
Management Area, West Virginia, 
in Relationship to Macrobenthos 
and Plankton Community 
Structures" 
July 1992 
Bette Fisher 
English 
Dr. Marilyn F. Davis-DeEulis 
' "Memories of the Lost Cause': 
The Legacy of Abram Joseph 
Ryan" 
Judi Hennebry 
Communication Studies 
Dr. Craig Monroe 
"Organizational Culture and 
Storyteller Communicator Style" 
Sarah Naas 
Art 
Prof. Michael Cornfeld 
"The Relationship Between West 
Virginia Art Goals and Objectives 
and Teacher Preparation" 
Janet Dorado Yost 
Home Economics 
Dr. Lois P. Renker 
"Changes in Nutrition Knowledge 
and Nutrition Attitude of Child 
Care and Family Day Care 
Administrators After a Course in 
Nutrition and Child Development" 
·Marie Manilla 
English 
Dr. Richard Spilman 
"Counting Backwards - A 
Collection of Short Stories and 
One-Act Plays" 
Mark Matics 
History 
Dr. Frances Hensley 
"Louder Than Bombs: Science 
Fiction and Nuclear Weapons 
1945-1965" 
Elgin Ward 
English 
Dr. Joan Gilliland 
"Willadean: A Novella" 
Jinlian Yang 
Chemistry 
Dr. James Douglass 
"Synthesis and Photocyclization of 
p-T oluoyl-2-Styrylqu inolines'' 
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